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Introduction
Volcanic and cryovolcanic phenomena are quite common in the Solar Sys-
tem, among rocky planets and satellites. Studying this kind of phenomena is
particularly important, because it gives us an insight about the internal com-
position and activity of these bodies. These information are especially useful
to determine how our Solar System formed and evolved in the distant past.
However, it is important to distinguish between volcanic and cryovolcanic
phenomena. The former are typical of the terrestrial planets, where temper-
atures are relatively high and heavy elements are present, whereas the latter
characterize the icy satellites of the giant planets, where low temperatures
and different chemical compositions do not allow phenomena involving lava.
Volcanism is defined as the phenomenon of eruption of molten rock (magma)
onto the surface of a solid-surface planet or moon, where lava, pyroclastics
and volcanic gases erupt through a break in the surface called a vent. Cry-
ovolcanism is defined as the eruption of liquid or vapor phases of water or
other volatiles that would be frozen solid at the normal temperature of the
icy satellites’ surface. As pointed out by these definitions, the two main
differences between these phenomena are the temperatures involved and the
chemical composition of the materials that are brought to the surface. How-
ever, they both require some sort of heating process. The main processes
that can generate the required heat are: accretion (the kinetic energy of the
planetesimals is converted into heat), the decay of short-lived radioactive
isotopes (which provides heat during the first 10 Myr following accretion),
the decay of long-lived radiogenic isotopes (which can provide heat for sev-
eral billion years), and tidal dissipation, which causes orbital evolution and
changes in the total energy. It is also important to understand how this heat
is brought towards the surface. This is due to different processes, such as
conduction and convection.
The purpose of this work is to provide some insight on the main vol-
canic and cryovolcanic processes found in the Solar System, and the possi-
ble mechanisms that drive these processes. In the next chapters, evidence
for volcanic or cryovolcanic activity on several bodies of the Solar System
will be discussed. Several model will also be explained, in orded to provide
an explanation of how volcanic and cryovolcanic processes work on these
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bodies. The result is that volcanic and cryovolcanic processes are present
wherever some sort of heating process is present, such as tidal heating or
the decay of radiogenic isotopes.
In Chapter 1, volcanic activity on the terrestrial planets will be consid-
ered and it will be illustrated that it is definitely present today on Venus
and Mars. In Chapter 2, volcanic activity on Io will be explored through the
analysis of different rheological models that have a strong influence on how
this satellite evolved. In Chapter 3, it will be shown how the atmosphere
and surface of Titan prove that both volcanic and cryovolcanic processes
must have taken place on this satellite. In Chapter 4, the observed cryovol-
canic activity on Enceladus and a model for the internal structure will be
explained. In Chapter 5, the spectra of Charon’s surface will be discussed,
demonstrating that cryovolcanism is the only kind of process that can ex-
plain the presence of crystalline water ice. In Chapter 6, the evidences for
the presence of cryovolcanic activity on other relevant satellites of the Solar
System will be discussed, illustrating that this kind of phenomena is com-
mon in the whole Solar System. The result is that volcanic and cryovolcanic
processes are present wherever some sort of heating process is present, such
as tidal heating or the decay of radiogenic isotopes.
Chapter 1
Terrestrial planets
The purpose of this chapter is to provide proofs which demonstrate that
volcanism happened on terrestrial planets. On Mercury, this is thought to
have happened only in the distant past, while Venus and Mars were active
in the geologically recent past and may still be active today. Information
taken from G. Faure and T. M. Mensing, Introduction to Planetary Science
[56].
1.1 Mercury
Several craters on Mercury’s surface show evidence of ancient lava flows.
Since some regions have been resurfaced by these lava flows, the impact
craters are not uniformely distributed. The great number of craters on
the surface of Mercury demonstrates that this planet underwent a heavy
bombardment soon after its formation. This proves that the volcanic activity
occured after the period of intense bombardment, which ended at about
3.8 Gyr. The core of Mercury is tought to be solid due to the surface-to-
volume (S/V) ratio of the planet, which is similar to those of Mars and the
Moon, both with a solid core. Therefore, the high S/V ratio predicts that
Mercury, just like the Moon and Mars, is geologically inactive at present
time. Presumably, the volcanic rocks on Mercury’s surface are 3.0 to 4.0
Gyr old, which means that the heavy bombardment caused the crust to
shrink and form scarps from which lava could actually escape [196]. In
particular, there are some planes with a very low albedo within craters that
may actually prove that there was volcanic activity on Mercury, at least in
the distant past.
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1.2 Venus
1.2.1 Surface features
Venus only has a few craters and radar images prove the presence of features
linked to tectonical activity: these two facts demonstrate that Venus is still
geologically and volcanically active today. In fact, most of Venus’ mountains
are volcanoes, the chasmata are deep trenches formed by tectonic processes
in the mantle of Venus, coronae are the surface expressions of convection
currents in the mantle and appear to be the sources of basalt lava, and finally
the northern highlands are partly surrounded by low-lying lava plains called
planitiae, which are the lowest areas in terms of altitude. The lowest areas
on Earth are the basaltic floors of the oceans, but they are very different
from the planitiae, which appear to have experienced strong deformation.
Even if subduction of lithospheric plates probably never happened on Venus,
there are features which resemble subduction zones on Earth and which are
found close to several volcanoes in Aphrodite terra, near the equator. Other
volcanoes are found in regiones south of Guinevere and Aino planitiae. The
resulting image of Venus is that of a geologically active planet with tectonic
processes still going on.
1.2.2 Volcanic activity
Even if none of Venus’ volcanoes erupted during our observations, radar data
prove the existence of relatively recent volcanic activity. The slope of Maat
Mons is covered by lava flows that reflect radar waves efficiently, suggesting
that they are younger than 10 Myr [61]. On Venus, several lava domes can be
seen: they are features about 1 km high and 100 km wide, occur in clusters
and presumably formed by the extrusion of viscous magma from subsurface
magma chambers. However, the lava that formed these domes seems to be
very different from the low-viscosity and basaltic one that formed the rocks
seen in the low plains. On Venus there are more than 200 channels, which
are very similar to Earth’s rivers, but they do not posses tributaries and are
narrower, some of them have deltas, most of them are more than 500 km
long and are very smooth, the width decreases from the source to the end
and some of them split into two or more distributaries. Low-viscosity lava
spread globally throught these channels, acting like water does on Eart, and
it this is the only way to explain the uniform length of these channels. The
length of the channels confirms the low viscosity and makes them similar
to those found on the Moon and on Mercury. Some of the analyzed rocks
are similar to the basaltic ones on Earth, but those found in the lava domes
have unknown composition, so apparently there are two kinds of rocks on
Venus.
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Volcanism is a way in which terrestrial planets transport heat from the
interior to the surface, where it is radiated away: on Earth [238] 20 km3 of
basalt lava are produced annually, while on Venus, only 1 km3 of basalt lava
is produced every year, so this planet loses much less heat than Earth. Since
the two planets must have very similar heat productions, but Venus emits
between 10 and 30 mW m−2, whereas Earth emits 84 mW m−2 [243] the
conclusion in that Venus’ mantle is heating up and this will lead to another
major resurfacing, similar to the one that happened 750 Myr ago [234, 169].
Figure 1.1: Maat Mons on Venus. As mentioned in Section 1.2.2, this moun-
tain has been proven to be younger than 10 Myr and is therefore one of the
youngest parts of Venus’ surface.
1.2.3 Episodic resurfacing
The craters are uniformally distributed, so the whole surface has the same
age of 500 Myr, but the craters are very large due to the dense atmosphere.
Like on Earth, rejuvenation of the surface occurs on Venus but, unlike on
our planet, here it seems to occur episodically and globally. On both plan-
ets, there is convection in the form of plumes that rise from depth and cause
volcanic activity on the surface, although the basaltic crust of Venus is not
being subducted into the mantle. It seems that Venusian volcanoes remained
dormant for several 102 Myr, until the high temperature created a crack in
the litosphere from which lava could escape and spread globally, rejuvenat-
ing the surface and generating the volcanic rocks seen today. The process
ended with the formation of a new crust by crystallization of the basalt
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lava exposed at the surface. Afterward, some volcanoes remained active for
some time until volcanic activity ceased completely. This theory explains
the random distribution of impact craters and the uniformly low age of the
surface, but raises a question about the thickness of the lithospheric mantle.
This hypothesis assumes that Venus has a 300 km thick lithosphere which
prevents continuous volcanic activity, but the estimate of the temperature
gradient in the crust and the evidence of crustal deformation by compression
and extension suggest that Venus has a thin lithosphere. Even the apparent
absence of plate tectonics can be attributed to the mechanical weakness of a
thin lithosphere that cannot withstand the stresses applied by convection in
the asthenospheric part of the mantle. Earth has 120 km-thick litospheric
plates and a temperature at that depth of about 1300 ◦C [254], therefore the
temperature gradient is about 11 ◦C/km (assuming 0 C at the surface). On
Venus, the surface temperature is 460 ◦C, so the temperature is 1760 ◦C at a
depth of 120 km. If the properties of rocks in the mantle change from litho-
spheric to asthenospheric at about 1300 ◦C, then the lithosphere of Venus is
only about 76 km thick. Similar results were obtained by other investigators
who used geophysical modeling [169, 80, 124]. The problem concerning the
thickness of Venus’ lithosphere can be resolve by seismic data, which are not
avaiable because of the difficult environmental conditions of the surface.
1.3 Mars
1.3.1 Surface features: northern hemisphere
Tharsis Plateau
The Tharsis plateau is an area that rises to an elevation of about 7 km
above the zero-elevation contour, that occupies the region from 40 ◦S to
50 ◦N and from 60◦W to 140 ◦W, and contains several high volcanoes, of
which the highest one is Olympus Mons, whose summit has an elevation of
21287 m. This area is younger than 3.8 Gyr, as shown by the low crater
density, is formed of basalt lava, which has low viscosity, and some lava
flows within it appear to be younger than 160 Myr. This plateau could
have formed due to a plume at the base of the litosphere, in which the
plume formed a dome, increasing the temperature and causing the rocks
to expand, forming fractures that became rift valleys through which lava,
given by decompression melting of rocks, could leak. Therefore, the three
principal shield volcanoes (Arsia, Pavonis and Ascraeus) could be aligned
because the magma that fed them reached the surface by means of the same
fractures system, and the fact that other volcanoes are located along the
extension of the chain of the principal volcanoes supports this theory. The
Tharsis plateau is surrounded by a radial system of rift valleys: some of
them reach the ancient highlands of the southern hemisphere, the others
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pass through the surrounding planitiae and reach the north-polar desert.
Olympus Mons
Olympus mons is the largest volcano of the Solar System, with an elevation
of 21287 m above the zero-elevation contour and a diamater of about 600
km at its base. The summit plateau contains a gigantic caldera which is 70
km wide and 3 km deep. The slopes are covered by several layers of lava
flows and the younger one is about 10 Myr old, but the amount of lava seen
suggests that it has been active for several 102 Myr and it may also erupt
again in the future [83].The Olympus mons is surrounded by a cliff (up to
6 km high) that was either formed by wave erosion (i.e., it is a sea cliff),
or by the eruption of lava flows within an ice sheet [111]. Olympus mons
presumably formed due to a large mantle plume that formed magma which
rose to the surface through fractures in the lithosphere and crust, building
up the modern mountain. This process is similar to the one that formed
Mauna Loa (Hawaii), with the difference that Olympus Mons is much higher
because Mars does not have plate tectonics and therefore, unlike Mauna Loa,
it remained above the plume and was supplied with more magma. This is
considered the proof that Mars does not have plate tectonics, otherwise
Olympus Mons would be much lower.
Young lava flows
Using the images returned by the Mars Global Surveyor [82], it has been
determined that the exposure age of the lava flows of Elyseum mons lies
between 600 and 2000 Myr. Some lava flows in these planitiae that may
even be less than 100 Myr old [83]. Some flows on Olympus Mons and on
the Amazonis and Elysium planitiae are thought to be as young as 10 Myr.
The isotopic age determinations of basaltic martian meteorites indicates that
they crystallized between 154 and 474 Myr. These fact seem to suggest that
Mars is still active today, but this is in constrast with the high surface-to-
volume ratio of the planet, which should indicate that Mars has cooled more
rapidly than the Earth and Venus.
1.3.2 Surface features: southern hemisphere
The southern hemisphere is much more cratered than the northern one, al-
though there are several younger volcanoes and some craters appear to have
been covered by sediments deposited by water and/or wind. The geologic
evolution of Mars can be divided into three intervals of time. During the
Noachian Eon (4.6 to about 3.5 Ga), there were many impacts, while global
volcanic activity was going on, liquid water eroded the surface and trans-
ported sediments, while the denser atmosphere caused a light greenhouse
effect. During the Hesperian Eon (3.5 to about 2.5 Ga), the atmosphere
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Figure 1.2: The most impressive volcanoes of Mars. The biggest one is the
Olympus Mons, which is the biggest known mountain of the Solar System,
the other three are the Arsia, Pavonis, and Ascraeus Montes. Other smaller
volcanoes can also be seen.
became thinner, decreasing the temperature, while volcanic activity and the
volume of erupted lava declined and ice formed on the surface, especially
at the poles. During the Amazonian Eon (2.5 to 0 Ga), volcanic activity
ceased, except for rare localized eruptions of lava (probably the Amazonis
planitia). The dates are based on the number of craters per unit area and,
to a much lesser extent, on the results of isotopic dating of martian mete-
orites that have been found on the Earth [83]. Due to the low atmospheric
pressure, water cannot be liquid on Mars, but solid water is found under the
surface and in the polar regions.
1.3.3 Volcanoes of the southern hemisphere
In the southern hemisphere there are several craters as well as several traces
of global volcanic activity. A large shield volcano called Syrtis Major forms
a prominent landmark about 600 km west of the Isidis basin, towards which
lava flowed from the two calderas found at the summit of the volcano, and
the low crater density of the lava flows suggests that this happened after the
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Isidis basin had formed. This volcano is thought to have formed during the
Hesperian age, because it is found above ancient highland terrain, suggesting
that Mars was still active at that time (less than 3.8 Gyr ago). The southern
hemisphere contains additional evidence of relatively recent volcanic activity
at Hespera planum (22 ◦S, 254 ◦W). This high plane in Terra Tyrrhena
consists of lava flows that were extruded by a large volcano called Tyrrhena
patera, are very lightly craterd and formed features similar to some observed
on the Moon. Close-up images of Tyrrhena patera reveal that the slope of
this volcano has been dissected by a radial set of gullies with uncertain
origin that can also be observed on another small volcano called Hadriaca
patera, which is located about halfway between Tyrrhena patera and the
northeastern rim of the Hellas impact basin. However, the Hadriaca patera
seems to be composed of volcanic ash rather than of lava flows [83], as
revealed by the fact that it is connected to the Niger/Dao valley siystem
through a set of steep-walled canyons.
1.3.4 Mars Love number and interior
Mars is thought to have an iron core, because of the remnant crustal mag-
netism [2] and the polar moment of inertia [57]. The point is to determine
whether the core is fluid or not, because this is linked with the possible
volcanic activity. A first estimate, based on Mars Global Surveyor (MGS)
and carried out by Smith et al. (2001) [215], gave k2 = 0.055± 0.008, which
implies a solid core since k2 ≤ 0.10. Using later data (MGS, range and
Doppler data from Viking Lander and Mars Pathfinder) concerning tides
on Mars, it has been possible [256] to estimate a totally different value of
k2 = 0.153 ± 0.017 (the uncertainty has been enlargened on purpose to ac-
count for model deficiencies and instrumental noise). This value includes
the effects of both solid-body and atmospheric tides. The latter can be es-
timated through the knowledge of the semidiurnal pressure change at the
surface [75]. This has been calculated using the atmospheric global circu-
lation models (GCM) with Mars Pathfinder pressure data, leading to the
estimate that atmospheric tides contribute to the value of k2 by about 0.004
to 0.008. What’s more, the Love number is increased by about 0.002 because
of solid-body friction and fluid core nutation. The solid-body tides contains
both elastic and inelastic components, where the former one can be com-
pared with models [258, 69, 218, 261], while the latter depends on the tidal
quality factor Q, which has been estimated, using the Phobos orbit decay,
as Q = 92 ± 11. Assuming that Mars behaves like Earth, the inelastic cor-
rection is 0.005 and therefore, the elastic value of k2 for Mars is 0.145±0.017.
Reconstructing Mars interior using models based on that of Earth, the
value of k2 with its uncertainty constrains the core radius Rc between 1520
km and 1840 km. What’s more, the results show that Mars interior has
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a similar composition to that of Earth if the interior is cold and the crust
is thin. If the core is partly solid, than the mantle is softer than assumed
in the elastic solid model and this could explain the high value of k2 that
has been found. In particular, if the molten fraction is 5% in volume, k2 is
increased by about 10 to 15%, reducing the core radius by 100 to 150 km.
In conclusion, both the observations and the calculated Love number seem
to suggest that Mars may today be geologically active, in spite of the high
S/V ratio. This requires some sort of heating mechanism different from the
common tidal heating, since its eccentricity is apparently too low to generate
it.
Chapter 2
Io
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the volcanic features on Io’s surface
and how rheological models describe Io’s interior. The use of different models
leads to differences in the possible orbital evolution. Information taken from
G. Faure and T. M. Mensing, Introduction to Planetary Science [56], and J.
P. Renaud and W. G. Henning (2017) [193].
2.1 Volcanoes
In spite of being similar to the Moon and with surface temperatures between
-148 ◦C and -138 ◦C, Io is the most active body of the Solar System with a
molten silicate core, due to the high tidal heat generated thanks to its forced
eccentricity (0.004) with Europa. Observations proved that Io has more than
100 volcanoes and no craters, which are soon covered by lava as they form.
It was initially believed that this lava was composed of molten sulfur, but the
high temperature (1750 ◦C) indicates that it this is lava of molten silicates
and Mg-rich basalts. Since volcanoes are distributed randomly, the mantle
is currently liquid, hotter than that of Earth and, presumably, about 800 km
deep. The rate of production of lava, volcanic ash, and sulfur compounds
on Io is sufficient to cover its entire surface with a layer about one meter
thick in 100 years. On the surface of Io there are reddish haloes composed
of S3 and S4 [223], which together form the stable yellow form of sulfur S8.
When the hot gas emitted by plumes crystallizes, it forms sulfur dioxide
snow. The material extruded solifies and makes the crust much darker than
initially is.
2.2 Plumes
The plumes are umbrella-shaped fountains that are emitted at speeds from
1100 to 3600 km/h, reach heights of 500 km due to Io’s low gravity and
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tenuous atmosphere, and consist of sulfur dioxide gas with other sulfur com-
pounds and silicate minerals. Some plumes may be active in the same lo-
cation for many years, or can be short-lived, change location, or even be
invisible throughout their existence or become invisible at some point. A
model that explains the mechanism by which plumes are produced is the
one developed by Susan Kieffer in 1982 [252]: a deposit of sulfur dioxide
snow is covered by a lava flow, increasing the temperature and vaporizing
the snow, so that this gas is emitted through fractures in the lava flow gen-
erated by the increased pressure. In this way, several plumes can form at the
same time or in sequence, and they remain active until the lava flow cools
or until the sulfur deposit is exhausted. In this model, the invisible plumes
are those generated from sources with no particulates [252]. The model can
explain why some plumes are short-lived whereas others last for years, why
some plumes appear to migrate, and why others are invisible. In addition,
the model can explain the sulfur-cycle on Io, where subsurface reservoirs of
liquid sulfur dioxide form and are later emitted as plumes [115].
2.3 Surface features
Some of the largest volcanoes on Io are associated with a plume and have
developed large calderas that contain lakes of cooling lava, which can form
a crust and cover the hotter lava underneath. Pele has a plume that reaches
a height of 400 km, which deposited a red ring of S3 and S4 with a radius of
700 km from the vent, and a lava lake in its caldera exposes fresh lava for
a distance of about 10 km. Loki is the most powerful volcano in the Solar
System and has a caldera filled with lava that may have been erupted shortly
before the flyby of Galileo on October 10 of 1999. On this occasion, the
spacecraft also observed the plume of Prometheus, which had moved west
of 100 km with respect to the first observation made in 1979 by Voyager
1, due to the eruption of a new lava flow that reached a new deposit of
sulfur dioxide snow. The volcano Tvashtar shows several calderas with lava
fountains 1500 m high, thanks to Io’s low gravity and the lava’s low viscosity
[130], and a plume that reaches a height of 400 km and is depositing a
reddish ring of sulfur. This plume is very surprising because, unlike the
others, is near Io’s pole, and became invisible at some point in order to be
sostituted by a new one (600 km southwest) that reached a record height
of 600 km. On February 21, 2002, the Keck II telescope [140] observed
the output of hot lava (1230 ◦C) by the volcano Surt, located at about 45
◦N latitude, that covered an area of 1900 km2 and released an incredible
amount of heat. Near the caldera of Tvashtar there is a flat-topped mesa
which is adjacent to the lava lake and whose sides suggest that a form of
mass wasting is occuring. The explanation seems to be that basalt sapping
is being caused by a liquid discharged by springs at the base of the cliff. The
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springs may be discharging liquid SO2 from a subsurface reservoirs, which
instantly vaporizes in the vacuum. On Io there are mountains which are
not volcanoes and appear to have formed due to the uplift of blocks of crust
by convection currents in the underlying magma ocean of the upper mantle
[150].
Figure 2.1: The surface of Io. The image shows the great number of volca-
noes and other interesting features, such as the sulfur haloes mentioned in
Section 2.1.
2.4 Introduction to rheological models
Since several bodies of the Solar System experience tidal stresses, it is im-
portant to develop models describing their interior which are based on lab-
oratory data. The first model used for this was the Maxwell model, which
only includes elastic and steady state creep response, with no transient creep
regime. A first stage in improvement may be obtained by considering the
Burgers rheology, which includes transient creep, but has historically had
difficulty in matching Earth observations that probe the interior. Greater
success has been obtained from the Andrade rheology [40, 103], in part be-
cause it is founded upon laboratory experiments, and, for this reason, a
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growing body of work has now applied the Andrade rheology to planetary
tidal problems. The most recent model is the one proposed by Sundberg and
Cooper (2010) [235], which is similar to the Andrade model and has had the
same success. Here, it will be shown how the Andrade and the Sundberg-
Cooper model are better than the Maxwell and the Burgers model when
it comes to describe the Io-Jupiter system. Io is in a spin-orbit resonance
and in orbit-orbit resonance with Europa (2:1) and Ganymede (4:1): both
these effects contribute to pump its eccentricity, making tidal forces much
stronger.
2.5 Analysis of rheological and thermal evolution
models
2.5.1 Interior and thermal models
Following methods similar to recent studies of tidally active bodies (e.g.,
[91, 97, 210], the average time rate of change of the temperature of the
satellite’s mantle Tm and core TC are:
T˙m =
E˙radio + E˙tidal +QCMB −QConv
(St + 1)Mmcm
, (2.1)
T˙C = −QCMB
Mccc
. (2.2)
The Stefan number St can be approximated [210] by using the latent heat
of the mantle Lm = 3.2× 105 J K−1 as:
St =
LmTs
cm(Tl − Ts) . (2.3)
These temperatures are needed to calculate the viscosity and compliance
(the inverse of rigidity). The terms used are: QCMB is the heat passing
through the core-mantle buondary, QConv is the total heat escaping the
mantle due to convection, M and c are the masses and specific heats of the
core and mantle, the mantle is heated by the decay of radiogenic isotopes,
indicated by the emitted power E˙radio. The rate with which radiogenic
elements are present is assumed to match that of modern Earth.
Tidal heating within the homogeneous mantle is given by [208]:
E˙tidal = −Im(k2)21(Rsecn)
5
2G
e2ftvf , (2.4)
which is related to the forced eccentricity e, orbital mean motion n and the
rheological response described by −Im(k2), the imaginary part of the Love
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number [137]1. The tidal volume factor ftvf = Vmantle/Vplanet [91] accounts
for the fact that tidal heating is focused within the mantle and not the core
[90]. Heat is assumed to be transported out of the core into the mantle,
and later out of the mantle to the surface by conducting boundary layers.
Here, a parametrized macroscale convection model will be used that utilizes
thermal boundary layers at the top and bottom of the mantle [173]. The
thickness δupper of the mantle’s upper boundary layer is found as
δupper =
Dm
2a
(
Rac
ηκ
(Tsurf − Tm)αV gD3m
)βc
, (2.5)
in terms of the mantle Rayleigh number Rac, mantle thickness Dm, surface
temperature Tsurf , mantle temperature Tm, Io’s semi-major axis a; βc is
the convective exponent, αV is the mantle thermal expansion factor, κ is
the convection thermal diffusivity, η is the Maxwell viscosity, and g is the
surface gravitational acceleration. The thickness of lower boundary layer of
the mantle δlower can be related to that of the upper layer [172, 210] as:
δlower =
δupper
2
(γ(Tc − Tm))−1/3exp
(−γ(Tc − Tm)
6
)
, (2.6)
with Tc the core temperature, and γ a viscosity ratio constant. The heat
escaping both the core and mantle is limited by conduction through these
boundary layers:
QConv = 4piR
2
mkm
Tm − Tsurf
δupper
, (2.7)
QCMB = 4piR
2
ckm
Tc − Tm
δlower
, (2.8)
where km is the mantle thermal conductivity, and Rc and Rm the outer
radius of both the core and the mantle. Here, the assumption is that the
core temperature is equal to that at Rc: this is appropriate for Io, where
questions of an inner-outer core division are not relevant, and the core’s
thermal inertia is the only concern. The surface temperature of the satellite
may be approximated by assuming that greybody radiation from the surface
is equal to insolation plus the heating from the interior, that is
Tsurf =
(
(1−A)L∗
16pia2∗vσB
+
QConv
σB
)1/4
, (2.9)
where L∗ is the stellar luminosity, a∗ the stellar distance, A is the albedo,
v the emissivity, and σB the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. A thin/minimal
atmosphere with no significant greenhouse effect has been assumed. As
1Equation 2.4 is valid for low eccentricities, zero inclination, and synchronous orbits
[183, 208, 51].
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described by Moore (2003) [161], many possible equilibrium states are pos-
sible, whereby the total radiogenic and tidal heat production rate for Io is
matched by the bulk rate of convective cooling. Convective cooling rises
monotonically with temperature and tidal heating as a function of temper-
ature has one or more peak values. Tidal-convective equilibrium systems
typically contain a hot-stable equilibrium (HSE) near Tbr, the breakdown
temperature2(which is here assumed to be around 1800 K for peridotite at
Io pressures [161]). A cold and unstable equilibrium typically exists well be-
low the solidus temperature Ts. These equilibrium points are typically very
stable due to the steep slope of both tidal and convective cooling curves in
the onset-melting region where they often meet. The location of equilibrium
points is also a strong function of orbital eccentricity. For any system, there
is also a critical eccentricity, below which tidal heating is so weak that no
equilibrium points exist and this is essential when studying the evolution of
tidal-convective systems in time.
2.5.2 Material strength dependence on temperature and par-
tial melting
For olivine at Io’s mid-mantle pressure of ∼1.5 GPa, the solidus and liq-
uidus temperatures are 1600 K and 2000 K respectively [237], therefore the
homogeneous material found in the mantle is melt. The strength and effec-
tive viscosity of the mantle will depend upon temperature and melt fraction.
Viscosity is assumed to decrease with increasing temperature via an Arrhe-
nius relationship (η = Ae
Ea
RT ). The rate of decrease will become rapid once a
critical melt fraction (50%) is reached, eventually becoming that of a liquid
once the mantle is completely molten [162]. In addition, the strength of
the mantle will decrease at this critical fraction. The strength and effective
viscosity affect both the convective vigor of the mantle and the rheological
response.
2.5.3 Rheological response
The imaginary part of the second order Love number, used to calculate the
tidal heating within the mantle, is found via the compliance of the mantle
[51]
−Im(k2) = − 3JU Im(J¯)
2[Im(J¯)]
2
+ 2[Re(J¯) + JU µ˜]
2 , (2.10)
where J¯ is the complex compliance, or creep function, of the mantle and
depends on the rheology considered, JU is the unrelaxed compliance, and
2For minerals, the breakdown temperature, or disaggregation temperature, is the point
in partial melting where solid grains loose mutual contact in a growing fluid bath, above
which a material rapidly takes on bulk properties more resembling a fluid.
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µ˜ is the effective rigidity, that is, a measure of the relative strength of the
satellite to its own gravity. Equation 2.10 is derived from the definition
of the static Love number k2 = (3/2)(1 + µ˜)
−1 [137]. This can be used to
calculate the complex Love number k¯2 = (3/2)(1 + µ˜JU/J¯)
−1
. The phase
angle 2, by which strain differs from applied stress can be expressed in a
similar form [51]:
tan(2) = − Jµ˜Im(J¯)
[Im(J¯)]
2
+ [Re(J¯)]
2
+ Jµ˜Re(J¯)
. (2.11)
Bierson and Nimmo (2016) [12] performed an analysis comparing Io’s mea-
sured Im(k2) to a predicted value usign a reduced Andrade model, where
the assumptions are valid if 5× 10−3ζ−1/3  50, and 5× 10−3ζ−1/3  1 (ζ
is the Andrade Empirical Timescale). This is satisfied, e.g., for ζ = 10−8,
but it is strongly dependent on temperature.
2.5.4 Andrade parameters and their frequency dependence
The Andrade exponent α has been constrained between 0.1 and 0.4 [251, 68,
105] for olivine with slightly lower values for other rocky/icy materials [148,
147]. The term ζ is defined as the ratio between the Andrade and Maxwell
characteristic timescales ζ = τA/τM [51]. The value of ζ is determined by
the underlying creep mechanisms compared to a purely Maxwellian creep.
Under diffusional creep, which is assumed to dominate within Io’s mantle [3],
τA ∼ τM , thus ζ ∼ 1 [250][27]. Some laboratory studies on Earth materials
have found small values, such as 1×10−4 < ζ < 1×10−10 [105, 102], as well
as ζ ∼ 1 [104]. What will be discussed here is a mantle that is subjected
to a single rheology no matter its temperature or frequency. As seen, a
large ζ will cause the Andrade response to reduce to that of Maxwell. The
critical frequency depends upon temperature and the activation energies of
the underlying mechanisms [109]. In the next sections, ωcrit will be taken
as contant and consistent with the system under study (Io’s orbital period
is 1.7 days), and ζ will be taken as
ζ(ω) = ζ0exp
(ωcrit
ω
)
. (2.12)
2.6 Results
2.6.1 Equilibrium results
Equilibrium states form when convective cooling is approximately equal to
internal heat generation, but several equilibrium points could be possible
and they can change over time due to changes in the satellite’s orbit [201].
Equilibrium points consist in the crossing between convection and total heat
production, both depending on temperature and partial melting.
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All rheology models have the same hot-stable equilibrium before the mantle
breakdown temperature (Tbr ≈ 1800 K). If a mantle reaches this equilibrium
then it will be able to mantain high temperatures (with large melt fractions)
for long time periods assuming the forcing eccentricity is not completely dis-
sipated. The Burgers rheology produces a secondary peak to the left of the
primary Maxwell peak due to its secondary material resonance. This leads
to the possibility of additional equilibrium positions. This secondary peak
allows a mantle to mantain a moderate temperature (with near zero melt
fraction) for long time periods. A similar secondary peak occurs for the
Sundberg-Cooper model, however if eccentricity is half Io’s modern eccen-
tricity, there is no crossing with convection as occurs for the Burgers curve.
These results can be seen in figure 2.2.
Mathematically, there may be a point where heating and cooling meet,
but in real objects with deviations from averaged behaviour this could be
unimportant. The overlap depends on the relative strength of convection
and tidal heating and a change in eccentricity can lead Io into or out of
this quasi-equilibrium. The observed temperatures for Io’s magma [114, 43]
are consistent with large portions of Io’s mantle being in this broad stable-
equilibrium position today. This suggests that Io could have had a lower
eccentricity in the recent past, or that it could be in a tidal-advective HSE
point near Ts = 1600 K at the modern eccentricity value of 0.0041.
2.6.2 Strength and viscosity
When a mantle warms up, viscosity decreases with constant shear modulus
as long as the material is solidus, and tidal heating increases. After the
solidus temperature, the shear modulus starts decreasing slowly and tidal
heating keeps increasing until a certain point. Afterwards, as temperature
rises, the breakdown temperature is reached, the shear modulus drops fastly
and tidal heating decreases. This can be seen in figure 2.3. The mass
Msec of the object in which tides are being generated is the most influent
parameter and there is an optimal Msec at which non-Maxwell features most
prominently emerge. In this case, the optimal mass is ∼ 100MIO. One of
the main differences seen going from Maxwell to Sundberg-Cooper model
is the expansion of high-dissipation regions, given by the inclusion of more
grain scale phenomena thanks to modern laboratory results.
2.6.3 Time domain
It can be shown that the Burgers, Andrade, and Sundberg-Cooper rheolo-
gies have the greatest impact for cooler mantles and, therefore, as the object
cools with time, it may pass through points where tidal heating is higher
than in the Maxwell model. It is interesting to study how an Io-like moon
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the results resumed in Section 2.6.1, using half Io’s
modern e. The assumed solidus and breakdown temperatures are 1600 and
1800 K, respectively. The assumed mantle shear modulus is MU = J
−1
U =
60×109 Pa. As seen, there is a quasi-stable region for central temperatures,
and the Maxwell rheology is substantially different from the other ones for
the same range of temperatures. Image taken from [193].
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Figure 2.3: The different paths described in Section 2.6.2, represented by the
black lines. As the temperature increases, the mantle moves along these lines
from right to left. The modern Io’s semi-major axis and half of its modern
eccentricity have been used. As shown, going from the Maxwell rheology to
the Sundberg-Cooper rheology increases the range of both parameters over
which elevated tidal dissipation will occur. Image taken from [193].
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would respond to an increase or decrease in tidal forcing. If the eccentricity
is lowered from e = 0.55epresent to e = 0.16epresent, and then increased from
e = 0 to e = 0.75epresent, both the Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper models
lose temperatures slower than the Maxwell model and warm the object faster
(temperature decreases when eccentricity is lowered and increases when ec-
centricity rises). If the cooling lasts for too long, the Maxwell and Burgers
rheologies may not respond to the upward step due to a too viscoelastically
cold mantle.
In a cyclical scenario (eccentricity keeps increasing and decreasing cycli-
cally) with high frequency, the conditions in the mantle do not vary signif-
icantly before restoration of tidal forcing. At sufficiently low frequencies, if
cooling lasts long enough, tidal heating gets so low that it cannot go back
to the original value even when the initial e is restored, causing the body to
keep cooling. Another interesting situation is that of a sinusoidal variation in
eccentricity, which is a normal situation for systems locked in mean-motion
resonances (MMR’s) such as Io and the other Galileian satellites. Both am-
plitude and period are important parameters that affect the body’s thermal
evolution. In particular, the term ”tidal resilience” is the ability of a system
to mantain tidal activity in the face of perturbations: since low-e perturba-
tions can make a Maxwell body cold and inactive, this rheology lacks tidal
resilience. On the other hand, the Andrade and Sundberg-Coope rheologies
have a high tidal resilience.
From observations, it seems that Io is at (or close to) its hot stable
tidal-convective equilibrium [161]. This is supported by the fact that Io
is volcanically very active with high-temperature lavas [151, 114, 43]. The
most credible upper limit is 1613 K [114], with an uncertainty of 50 - 100
K due to possible cooling during the adiabatic ascent or to possible heating
due to viscous dissipation. This temperature is very close to 1600 K, which
is thought to be the solidus temperature, with some uncertainty due to
possible different composition. However, the mantle is relatively cold (1000
- 1300 K) and it is found in the temperature range from which Maxwell has
difficulty escaping after a low-e excursion. This implies that, if the Maxwell
model is the best at describing Io, it would be very difficult for the satellite
to remain hot for more than 4 Gyr. On the other hand, if the Andrade or
Sundberg-Cooper are more suitable for Io’s mantle, their resilience can have
kept the satellite warm and active. Therefore, applying the Andrade, or
the Sundberg-Cooper, model, it is possible to understand how tidal activity
on Io continued for so long despite a complex and ever-changing orbital
environment.
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2.6.4 Implications for the Galileian Laplace resonance
There are two theories that try to describe how long the Laplace resonance
of the Jovian system has been active [184]. In the first one, the moons mi-
grated outwards [255, 257, 257, 138, 211] under the influence of Jupiter’s
J2 oblateness generating a positive a˙. Initial differences in the migration
rate may have caused the moons to convergently cross the 2:1 MMR posi-
tions so that they remained locked with a third object into a 4:2:1 pattern
[166]. According to the second theory, migration may have occured inwards
[23, 184, 25], due to magneto-hydrodinamic torques induced by the moons
onto the primordial disk out of which they formed. After the disk is blown
away, inward migration ends and outward migration starts as suggested by
the first theory. During the inward migration, Ganymede may have locked
Europa into a 2:1 MMR and later they captured Io into the 4:2:1 pattern
seen today. The main difference between the two theories is the timing.
According to the second theory, the Laplace resonance must have formed
before the disk was swept away, which implies that the resonance formed
rapidly after Jovian accretion. This implies that this resonance has remained
stable for more than 4 Gyr and this can favour one model or the other. If
Io was formed in a circular orbit, it would simply cool down with time. If
this processed had lasted long enough, once the Laplace resonance formed,
the Maxwell rheology would not be able to make Io hot again due to its low
resilience.
Given a time τL after which the resonance forms, there are different
possible outcomes depending on the rheology used. If τL = 10 Myr, the
mantle is still warm enough to reach its HSE (Tm ≈ 1800 K) no matter
which rheology is considered. If τL was much longer (e.g., 500 Myr), then
the Maxwell model could not reach the HSE and the body would cool in-
definitely, unlike in the Andrade or Sundberg-Cooper models. Since Io is
thought to be in a hot state today [163, 228, 114], either Io’s mantle has
a Maxwell response and the resonance formed soon after its formation, or
the mantle is better modeled by an Andrade mechanism and the resonance
can have formed much later. It is also interesting to assume τL = 500 Myr
and use the forced eccentricity as a parameter. This is useful because it is
possible to increase the time that passed before the formation of the reso-
nance: Io could have existed for quite a long time without the resonance,
but if the forced eccentricity is high enough it could still be able to reach
the hot state seen today. In this situation, the result remains the same: the
Andrade and the Sundberg-Cooper models are those that can start strong
tidal heating even after a long cooling time. Again, if the Maxwell rheology
is the one that best describes Io’s mantle, then the Laplace resonance must
have started within the first 100 Myr after the satellite’s formation. Io is
expected to migrate in the future: the calculations are pretty hard, because
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of the Laplace resonance and of the time variability of Io’s internal viscosity,
but this will surely affect the tidal output within Io. These considerations
and the use of the Andrade rheology might also help explain the problem of
Europa’s warm ocean.
2.6.5 Frequency domain
In a system like that of Io and Jupiter, the tidal lag between the applied
shear stress and the resultant strain depends on the frequency (and therefore
on the period). The dependence varies from one rheology to another. All
rheologies approach the Maxwell rheology in the low frequency limit, but
only after passing outside the region where planetary tides are relevant.
In the relevant tidal bands, other rheologies may differ from the Maxwell
rheology by two or three orders of magnitude and by one order amongst each
other. This means that the choice of rheology can overwhelm other errors. In
order to understand the frequency dependence of the Andrade parameters, it
is useful to examine both Andrade and Sundberg-Cooper models subjected
to a frequency dependent ratio, where ζ increases exponentially below a
critial frequency corresponding to ∼1 day−1.
However, since the transition occurs in the band of Io-like periods, it is
important to understand if the ratio dependence is actually important in Io
conditions.
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Chapter 3
Titan
The purpose of this chapter is to provide evidence that both volcanism
and cryovolcanism must be present on Titan. Information taken from G.
Faure and T. M. Mensing, Introduction to Planetary Science [56], M. K.
Dougherty, L. W. Esposito, S. M. Krimigis, Saturn from Cassini-Huygens
[46], R. M. C. Lopes et al. (2013), Cryovolcanism on Titan: New results
from Cassini RADAR and VIMS [131], and L. Iess et al. (2012), The Tides
of Titan [98].
3.1 Physical and orbital properties
After Ganymede, Titan is the biggest and most massive satellite in the
Solar System, with a higher density than other saturnian satellites. Titan
resembles Callisto in many ways, including mass, diameter, density and
estimated abundance of refractory particles. Moreover, the gravitational
attraction between Saturn and Titan is only 12% weaker than the attraction
between Jupiter and Callisto, so probably the tidal friction caused by Saturn
did not generate enough heat to cause Titan to differentiate internally into
a rocky core and a mantle of water ice.
3.2 Surface
As revealed by the Huygens probe, the surface of Titan is dominated by wa-
ter ice and methane, with features similar to rivers where methane flows and
whose floors are very dark, since they are covered by organic material. There
are also lakes that form a reservoir for the methane present in the atmo-
sphere, where it is destroyed by solar radiation (see paragraph Atmoshpere).
Even if Titan’s meteorology appears to be dominated by a gas - liquid - solid
methane cycle, its surface may be mostly dry, with linear dune systems, in
the equatorial region. They seem to be east-west oriented, with a spacing
of one or two kilometers and lengths of tens of kilometers. Their presence
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implies processes able to produce sand-sized particles, lack of surface fluids
and wind velocities of 0.5 m/s. The large size of Titan and the high rock
content suggest that enough radiogenic heat to cause water-ammonia-ice
volcanic activity may be produced.
Figure 3.1: A mosaic of images of Titan’s surface taken by Cassini, filtering
the atmosphere.
3.3 Atmosphere
Its atmosphere is mainly composed of di-atomic nitrogen (82 to 99%) and
methane (1 to 6%). Methane is particularly important, because the temper-
ature on Titan ranges from -137 ◦C to -191 ◦C and therefore methane can
be found in solid, liquid and gaseous phase (the melting point of methane
is -182 ◦C, the boiling point is -164 ◦C, both at one atmosphere pressure),
like water does on Earth. In the upper part of the atmosphere, solar UV
photons and energetic electrons in the magnetosphere of Saturn break up
molecules of nitrogen and methane, which recombine to form hydrocarbons,
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nitrogen compounds and oxygen compounds. In addition, the atmosphere of
Titan contains molecular hydrogen which escapes its gravitational field and
is continuously produced by the decomposition of methane, whereas water
vapor has not been observed since it is frozen at the low temperatures of
Titan. If the temperature of Titan was similar to that of Mars (-35 ◦C),
water ice would sublimate and the resulting vapour would be dissociated in
the reaction
CH4 + O2 → CO2 + 2H2.
Hydrogen would then disappear until all of the methane would be consumed,
therefore the atmosphere of Titan shows us how the primordial atmospheres
of terrestrial planets might have been, because the low temperature pre-
vented the conversion of methane into carbon dioxide. Since Titan lies in
the magnetosphere of Saturn most of the time and the rotation period of
Saturn is much smaller than Titan’s revolution period, ionized molecules
of the upper atmosphere are removed by the magnetic field of Saturn that
sweeps past Titan. In this way, the methane in Titan’s atmosphere would
be removed in a few Myr and it must therefore be concluded that some
mechanism keeps providing more methane [177].
3.4 Results from Cassini RADAR and VIMS
3.4.1 Summary of results
Thanks to recent (2013) Cassini data, it has been possible [131] to confirm
or exclude the cryovolcanic origin for some features: the Ganesa region has
been classified as not cyovolcanic, the same was for Tortola Facula and Winia
Fluctus, the latter was discovered not to be a flow as previously thought.
On the other hand, the cryovolcanic origin is more likely for Hotei Regio, the
region of Sotra Patera, Mohini Fluctus and Doom and Erebor Montes, even
though some features, such as Tui Regio [4], are still uncertain. Hotei Regio
was supposed to be a depositional feature [159], but more recent topographic
results confirmed that the previous cryovolcanic interpretation [248, 216] is
more likely, since this flow is topographically higher and ticker than typical
fluvial flows. Combining SAR imaging, VIMS data, and, topographic data
from RADAR stereogrammetry, the Sotra Patera region has been confirmed
as a cryovolcanic feature, dominated by the Doom and Erebor Montes. In
this case, it has been important to combine different types of data, since
deposits from highly liquid volcanic flows can be indistinguishable from fea-
tures of fluvial origin, which have not been observed in this region. All the
possible cryovolcanic features are located between 30◦W - 150◦W and 30◦S
- 60◦N, but no particolar distribution has been found. Some interesting fea-
tures are found at high latitudes [253] and near the edges of the Xanadu
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region [134, 133], whose boundaries could be magma conduits [191]. There-
fore, it seems that Titan has experienced both volcanic and cryovolcanic
activity, but some features have been eroded by the thick atmosphere and
are therefore difficult to interprete.
3.4.2 Implications
The fact that cryovolcanism occured on Titan but is not the dominant sur-
face process (e.g., [134], 2010b) has important consequences for the study
of eruption style and composition. Since cryomagmas are very different
from Earth-like magmas, new eruption models are needed, such as positive
buoyancy through exsolution of volatiles following decompression [35, 135],
explosive eruption of sprays [55], effusive eruptions due to pressurization
of discrete liquid chambers [54, 212] or to an entire ocean during freezing
and volume changes [139], or partial melting by tidal dissipation that forms
near-surface reservoirs [157, 242]. Other theories include the inclusion of
silicate material in the ice shell [36] and movement salt- or ammonia-rich
ices by solid-state convection [86, 158, 30], but the cryomagma composition
is an important parameter that is not constrained by observations alone.
The cryovolcanic substance must surely be able to rise to the surface, to be
in liquid phase on the surface and then solify, and can include both solid,
liquid and gaseous compounds, in order to be less dense than the crust.
The most likely solution is aqueous cryomagmas, since water ice dominates
the icy satellites like Titan, with other materials such as NH3, CO2, CH4,
N2, ethane, propane, acetylene [32, 117], and other hydrocarbons and or-
ganic substances. Water is a good solvent and can therefore contain several
molecules, for example forming ammonium salts [110, 141].
Some surface features, such as the thick flows at Hotei Regio and Rohe
Fluctus [132] can actually provide constrains on the cryolava composition
and on Titan’s interior. For example, the morphology and great depth of
Sotra Patera is consisten with large-scale processes, such as removal of sub-
surface material by effusive or explosive eruptions, but the latter are likely to
be suppressed by the high atmospheric pressure [135], even if Strombolian-
like activity could occur due to low magma density. This implies the pres-
ence of a magma chamber, which must be due to a mantle plume rising and
stalling, whose existence is possible since any cryomagma on Titan is less
dense the crust. The needed buoyant force, with intracrustal intrusion, could
be obtained by ammonia-water cyomagma if this was super-saturated at the
source [87]. Another explanation could be the melting of crustal material,
such as methane clathrates, and subsequent release of volatile compounds
that would lead to exlosive volcanism [189]. It is necessary to study more
deeply the properties of these materials before reaching a conclusion. Fea-
tures resembling both Earth and Titan ones have been observed on Triton.
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Even though they are very smaller than Titan’s features, the origin may
be similar and therefore the same models could possibly be applied to both
satellites. The differences must be due to the different atmospheric pressure
and magmatism.
Features such as the Sotra Patera region and the Hotei Regio flows are
the most important evidence that cryovolcanism actually occured on Titan
and played a role in its methane cycle, but if this was the dominant process,
there would obviously be more features like these. Instead, as shown, it
appears that effusive volcanism is far more common on Titan. The fact that
no thermal signature, active plumes or surface changes have been observed,
together with the fact that cryovolcanic features do not appear to be young
seems to suggest that cryovolcanism is no longer going on on Titan’s surface.
It is expected that more and better data in the future will help to better
invetigate Titan’s cryovolcanic past.
3.5 Tides on Titan
Thanks to Cassini data, it has been possible [98] to reveal periodic tidal
stresses on Titan, leading to a determination of its Love number k2. Titan
is deformed due to the rotation about its spin axis and to the gradient
of Saturn’s gravity. The response of the satellite to the external field is
given by the fluid Love number kf , whose maximum value is 3/2 for an
incompressible fluid body. For Titan, kf = 1.0097 ± 0.0039 [99], which
indicates a relaxed shape, very close to hydrostatic equilibrium. The ratio
between the perturbed and the perturbing potentials is the k2 Love number,
that indicated how mass responds to the potential. This second number has
the same maximum as the first one, whereas a perfectly rigid body has k2 =
0. It is possible to estimate the values of these numbers by measuring Titan’s
gravity field and its variations. Different methods [98] give the same result:
for Titan, k2 ∼ 0.6 which indicates that this satellite is highly deformable
over time scales of days. This result has been confirmed even in the case
of perturbations of the dynamical model. For Titan, the value of the Love
number is constrained between 0.04 (purely elastic case) and 1.0 (perfectly
hydrostatic): since the calculated value is closer to that of a fluid and it
is not likely that Titan has a rigidity lower than that of solid ice or rock,
the conlcusion is that there must be an internal layer acting like a fluid on
orbital time scales. Thus either Titan has a global low-viscosity ocean under
an outer ice shell or a low-viscosity deep interior [192]. In the first case, the
ice shell must be very thin so that the reaction to the stress caused by tidal
forcing is that of a fluid. In such a case, the value of the shell elasticity does
not significantly affect the Love number and the thickness of the ocean is
also unimportant. If the deep interior is effectively rigid, the predicted k2
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ranges from 0.42 to 0.48 for a shell thickness between 100 and 0 km. For a
homogeneous and entirely viscous body, the relevant viscosity is determined
by a dimensionless number introduced by Darwin [42]:
ε = arctan
[
19ηω
2ρgR
]
where η is the dynamic viscosity, ω is the orbital angular velocity, ρ is the
density, g is the gravitational acceleration, and R is the radius. The tidal
amplitude is reduced by cos(ε) relative to the hydrostatic tide and the ratio
of the imaginary to real parts of the Love number is tan(ε). For Titan,
ε ∼ 0.6(η/1014) Pa s. The model predicts a small imaginary part of the
Love number (<0.1) and satisfies the real part for a viscosity ∼1 to a few
1013 Pa s [65], much less than the value of ice near the freezing point. The
correct value for water ice depends on the stress itself and, in Titan, should
be equal to that needed to carry heat out by convection. The value of k2
could be increased by increasing the ocean’s density. One way to explain
the value of k2 could be to assume a rocky core weakened by dehydration
in which water can move through the cracks, but apparently this is not
consistent with the expected heat flux [241]. 7. On the other hand, it is
possible to assume that the global ocean contains significant amounts of
sulfur that increases the density by 35%, but it has not been quantitatively
proved that this sulfur can leach from the interior to the surface [60] and
there is no evidence that this sulfur is actually brought to the surface [178].
A model with a simple water ocean, or ammonia-rich water, underneath a
thin shell (<100 km) is consistent with all published evolution models [217],
with the Huygens electric-field measurements [9], and with the estimate of
the k2 value.
Chapter 4
Enceladus
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a review of the cryovolcanic phe-
noma observed on Enceladus and try to explain them with a suitable model
of the satellite’s interior. Information taken from J. R. Spencer and F.
Nimmo (2013) [226].
4.1 Introduction
Enceladus is the most cryovolcanically active satellite of our Solar System,
where jets containing water vapor, other gases, and particles are ejected into
space from some features found at the south pole known as ”tiger stripes”.
It is very likely that Enceladus has a subsurface ocean that can be either
global or local (under the south pole), probably found between an external
ice shell and a silicate core. Like the other Saturn mid-sized satellites,
Enceladus is large enough to be spherical, or nearly, has a relatively low
density, has a very high albedo and its surface is mainly composed of water
ice but, unlike the other satellites, is not dominated by craters, indicating
that its surface is constantly being renewed. Enceladus is in a 2:1 resonance
with Dione and this keeps it active through tidal heating. Thanks to several
Cassini flybys, it has been possible to confirm that Enceladus’ plumes are
very likely to be the source of Saturn’s E-ring. In general, Cassini data have
significantly improved the understanding of how cryovolcanic activity works
on Enceladus.
4.2 Observations
4.2.1 Density, gravity, and shape
Enceladus has a bulk density of 1.609 ± 5 kg m−3 [240], which suggests
a 60:40 rock:ice mixture by mass [207]. It has been suggested [62] that
the resonance with Dione could force rotational librations on Enceladus,
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Figure 4.1: Global view of Enceladus obtained by the Cassini spacecraft,
with an example of old and cratered terrain on the right and younger terrain
on the left. The red dot indicates the south pole, and the four parallel bluish
fractures are the famous ”tiger stripes” that appear blue because they are
rich in coarse-grained water ice, which absorbs the near-infrared light used
to take this false-color image. Image taken from [226].
implying that there must be a certain degree of mass concentration toward
the center. However, these librations have such a low amplitude that are
not significant in terms of tidal heating. The surface appears bumpy, with
depressions and bulges, at 100-km-scale wavelengths but is smooth at 10-km
wavelength.
4.2.2 Global geology
Enceladus’ surface geology is very diverse with great simmetry [37] about
its rotation axis and the direction of Saturn (which is fixed, due to its syn-
chronous rotation). There is a region that extends from the Saturn-facing
side to the opposite side passing over the north pole, which is thought to
be the oldest part of Enceladus’ surface, due to its high crater density, with
an age of 1 to 4 Gyr [118]. However, these craters have been modified by
a combination of geological and cryovolcanic processes, including pervasive
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tectonic fracturing, viscous relaxation, and burial by ejecta from the plumes.
On both hemispheres, the central regions appear to be very young, from 2
Gyr to 10 Myr, with a series of features that indicate tectonic activity and
motion, given by extensional and compressional stresses. These structures
are symmetrical about the apex and antapex of motion [37], but the crater
densities decrease from north to south, indicating that the southernmost
regions are younger [118]. Several studies analyzed small-scale topographic
features to determine the heat fluxes in the past [63, 13, 14]: equatorial rifts
suggest a heat flux of 200-270 mW m−2, equatorial ridges suggest a heat
flux of 110-220 mW m−2, and relaxed craters suggest an excess in heat flux
of 150 mW m−2. These estimates are similar to the heat emitted today at
the south pole, suggesting that geological activity was the same when, or
after, these features formed.
4.2.3 The active South Polar Terrain (SPT)
The South Polar Terrain (SPT) is a region found almost exactly at the
south pole where the present-day activity is centered [186]. This region is,
as suggested by the crater density, younger than a few million years [186] and
is bounded at about 50◦S by south-facing scarps and rugged marginal arcs.
At the center of the SPT there are the famous four tiger stripes (Damascus,
Baghdad, Cairo, Alexandria) where most of the activity is focused. These
stripes are parallel fractures about 130 km long and spaced 35 km apart. The
margins raised by the tiger stripes surround a central depression which is 2
km wide and 0.5 km deep and is the source of both thermal emission [227,
221] and the plume jets [230, 185]. Along the tiger stripes, the temperature
has been found to be at least 180 K [221, 222] and the total endogenic
power radiated is 15.8± 3.1 GW [94], as shown by Cassini measurement of
the infrared emission. The uncertainty could be larger, since it is difficult
to account for the thermal emissione due to absorbed solar radiation.
4.2.4 Plume structure and composition
Each tiger stripe ejects a plume and they all merg to form a single larger
plume at altitude [230]. The gas plume mostly consists of water vapor, with
about 5% CO2, 1% CH4, 1% NH3, and traces of other hydrocarbons and
organic molecules [77, 247, 246]. The plume particles are mainly water ice
particles, with about 1% salt, of which most is NaCl [188]. The typical radius
is a few micrometers and presumably half of the mass is given by particles
with radii larger than 3 µm [100]. The particles can have a wide range of
speeds and about 10% of them is fast enough to overcome escape velocity
(240 m s−1) [100]. The gas is surely faster than most of the particles [204],
with the best estimate around 450 m s−1, with the fastest gas molecules
reaching 1 km s−1. It has been estimated that about 200 kg of gas [77] and
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Figure 4.2: The plumes emitted by the tiger stripes of Enceladus. Image
taken from [226].
50 kg of dust [100] are ejected every second, with the difference that most of
the gas can escape Enceladus gravity field, while only about 10% of the dust
can [88, 188]. It is possible that the near-infrared brightness of the plumes
is correlated with Enceladus’ position in its orbit, implying that the activity
depends on tidal flexing [66].
4.2.5 Surface structure and composition
The surface mostly consists of water ice [167] with an extremely high albedo
(∼ 80%) [93] given by plume particles that fall back on the surface [113], as
proven by the agreement between the predicted spatial distribution of plume
fallout [113] and surface color patterns revealed by Cassini [202]. Infrared
spectroscopy [106] and 1-µm imaging [186] reveal that the grains found closer
to the tiger stripes are larger. The surface also presents CO2 [16], H2O2 or
light organics [16, 168], and possibly NH3 [52], consistent with the plume
composition, apart from H2O2 which could be produced by oxidation of
H2O. On the other hand, it is quite hard to see the salts due to their weak
reflectance spectra. The temperature difference between day and night is
about 30 K [93], suggesting a low surface thermal conductivity quite similar
to that of other icy Saturnian satellites, due to an unconsolidated surface
given by the layer of plume particles that have fallen back on the satellite.
4.2.6 Influence on the Saturn system
Today, it is definitely known that Enceladus provides the material that forms
Saturn E-ring, through the plumes ejected from the south pole [113]. The
vast majority of the particles in the E-ring are salt-poor, because these are
the ones that have smaller masses and can more easily escape Enceladus’
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gravitational field. The actual importance of these particles is difficult to
overestimate, since the brightness of the other mid-sized satellites decreases
with increasing distance from Enceladus, implying that the plumes material
can reach other satellites and affect their surfaces [245]. Sputtering quickly
destroys most of the E-ring particles on timescales of decades [108, 100], but
the plumes can evidently provide the same amount of material, in partic-
ular ejected neutral OH, H2O, and O [53, 85, 209] form a torus affecting
Saturn’s magnetosphere more than similar species do in Jupiter’s magne-
tosphere. What’s more, Enceladus interacts with Saturn’s magnetosphere
also by ejecting negatively charged dust [164] that drives electrical currents
along magnetic fields lines, giving rise to an ultraviolet auroral emission near
Saturn’s poles [190]. Water contained in Enceladus’ plumes could also be an
important source of oxygen for the atmospheres of Titan and Saturn itself
[26].
4.3 Origin and interior
4.3.1 Bulk structure
The high heat output suggests that Enceladus should be completely differ-
entiated, but this has not been definitely proven. Given the observed bulk
density, the interior should be divided in a metal-silicate core with a radius
of 150-170 km, and an ice/water layer about 80-100 km thick [207] that must
have come in contact with silicates [262], in order to explain the observed
Na in the erupted ice particles [188]. The interior is heated by tides and
radiogenic decay: the former is negligible in the core due to the high silicate
rigidity and viscosity [194] and is higher in the ice shell, especially if it is
decoupled from the silicate core thanks to liquid water, while the latter is
today thought to be able to generate only 0.3 GW.
The observed depression at the south pole can presumably be explained
by assuming a local liquid sea underneath [31]. Since it is difficult to justify
the presence of a global liquid ocean over geological timescales, it is reason-
able to assume that it contains significant amounts of ammonia that acts
as antifreeze [92] and delays complete freezing. In fact, as previously said,
the plumes contain about 1% NH3 [247]. On the other hand, tidal heating
could be focused at the south polar region so that water is found in liquid
phase only here and it is possible to find a solution that allows a regional sea
and explains the observed heat output (e.g., [242]). This possible internal
structure is shown is figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Enceladus’ possible internal structure. Image taken from [226].
4.3.2 Ice shell convection and density variations
On Enceladus, ice convection is very unlikely: the gravity is low and the
ice shell is thin, making convection marginal an dependent on uncertain
parameters such as grain size [6], moreover convection on a global scale
would be too dissipative and therefore inconsistent with long-term orbital
evolution [260]. However, if solid-state convection was localized at the south
pole and the near-surface ice was weak, it would be possible to explain the
heat flux and the young age of the surface in this way [5, 76, 176]. If the
heat transport was confined to the tiger stripes alone, it could occur via
conduction (close to the surface) and advection (of either liquid water or
vapor) at greater depths. Thermal convection alone is not enought (e.g.,
[195]) to explain the observed 1-km amplitude of global long-wavelength
topography [203]. The explanation could be given by lateral shell thickness
variations or lateral density variations: the latter are more likely because
they can persist indefinitely, while the former will be rapidly removed by
viscous flow [231]. The theory of the lateral density variations could also
explain the fact that the hot spot is found at the pole [170]: convection-
induced melting and drainage can produce a low-density region (e.g., [22,
219]), as well as destabilization of denser clathrates (e.g., [116]), which then
reorients to its rotationally stable location at the pole. However, this is in
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contrast with the fact that older geological terrains are symmetrical about
the currents spin axis and Saturn direction.
4.3.3 Heat source
Since no other mechanism is present, tidal heating must be the heat source
within Enceladus, but the magnitude and time history, and location and na-
ture of the dissipation are not clear. It has been suggested that tidal heating
may occur in the ocean [244], but the required obliquities are definitely too
high [29]. The dissipation could occur within the ice shell, either in a more
distributed way (e.g., [21]) or due to frictional heating on individual fault
segments [171]. Since a great deformation is needed to explain the high
heat flux, the presence of a regional sea is very likely [171, 242] in order to
decouple the ice shell from the silicate core, and the heat could be gener-
ated directly underneath the tiger stripes or at greater depths and then be
advected to the surface. An explanation is needed for the fact that only one
pole of Enceladus is active: tidal dissipation is potentially self-sustaining in
a localized region thanks to a feedback mechanism (e.g., [157]), but still an
initial perturbation, such as an impact, is needed. On the other hand, the
geometry of the core could somehow favor geological activity at the pole
[153].
4.3.4 Tidal heating and orbital evolution
The rate of tidal heat production for a synchronous body is calculated as
(e.g., [166]):
E˙ =
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, (4.1)
wheren is the mean orbital motion (5.3 × 10−5s−1), R is the satellite ra-
dius (252 km), G is the gravitational constant, e is the satellite eccentricity
(0.0047), k2 is the tidal Love number, and Q is the dimensionless dissipa-
tion factor. If k2/Q is very high, the body is very deformable: this term
and eccentricity are the most influential in tidal heating. Normally, dissi-
pation damps eccentricity, but in this case the 2:1 orbital resonance with
Dione counteracts the damping [155]. Therefore, if Enceladus’ eccentricity
remains constant, heat production is inversely proportional to Saturn’s Q
and does not longer depend on Enceladus’ k2/Q [154], in addition the ec-
centricity adjusts itself to produce the equilibrium heating rate, depending
on the value of Enceladus’ k2/Q. Today, it is assumed that QSaturn ≥ 18000
(averaged over time), which implies a heat production within Enceladus of
1.1 GW [154], much smaller than the observed value.
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Four main possibilities have been proposed to solve this problem. First,
it could be that QSaturn  18000, as suggested by Lainey et al. (2012)
[123], but there are several problems: the analysis of Lainey et al. (2012)
also shows an inward motion of Mimas hard to explain, moreover a smaller
Q would imply different locations of the mid-sized satellites, unless they are
much younger than the Solar System (cf. [28]). Second, it may be that
Enceladus is actually producing 1.1 GW, but this is only released periodi-
cally [176]. Assuming a periodicity of about 100 Myr, it is possible to create
a model that predicts the 200 mW m−2 observed when heat is released,
moreover the model is compatible with the situation, supposed before, that
heat is advected from a subsurface ocean via water-filled cracks. Third,
Enceladus may be producing heat periodically (e.g., [175]; but cf. [156]). It
is possible that Enceladus spends 10% of the time in a warm and dissipative
state, during which eccentricity decreases as observed today, while during
the remaining time it is cold and nondissipative, with increasing eccentric-
ity, so that the time-averaged heat production is 1.1 GW. Given the strong
feedback among heat production, temperature, and ice viscosity, this heat-
ing can naturally arise, even in a restricted area (e.g., [22]). Fourth, it is
possible that the heat flow has been overestimated: if it were actually lower,
Enceladus would be allowed to spend more time in the present state and the
probability of observing it during the active state increases. However, this
is very unlikely since the majority of the thermal emission is undoubtedly
associated with the tiger stripes, therefore it is unlikely that more than 14
GW have wrongly been associated to Enceladus’ heat flux.
The observed k2/Q = 0.01 of Enceladus seems to suggest that possibil-
ities two and three are correct, since they assume that Enceladus is active
10% of the time. However, there are two problems: first of all, the time-
averaged value of k2/Q must be less than 0.0008 due to its escape from the
resonance with Dione, moreover it is unlikely that we are actually observing
Enceladus exactly during the active time.
4.3.5 Long-term geological and ocean evolution
The geological evidence seems to support the idea that Enceladus becomes
active periodically, after spending a long time in a cold state: the surface
seems to show that different regions experienced tectonic activity and heat
fluxes at different times. If the 1.1 GW are distributed globally, this is not
enough to sustain a global liquid ocean over geological timescales [194], but
if the heat flux is focused around the south pole, this is enought to sustain
a regional sea indefinitely [22, 242]. In this way, the local sea can have
existed for as long as the resonance with Dione did, and the same could
have happened in other regions during different times, explaining the older
activity observed all over the surface.
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4.3.6 Formation
The formation of the satellites is a crucial moment, because it determines
the initial thermal state and the rock:ice ratio, which are important for the
subsequent evolution (e.g., [165]). Since Enceladus has a small mass, it did
not receive much energy during the formation, therefore the heat needed for
differentiation depends on the ratio between the formation timescale and
the decay timescale of 26Al (half-life of 0.7 Myr), the mass fraction of the
silicates containing 26Al and any other radiogenic heat sources. It is possible
that Enceladus accreted while 26Al was still decaying if the estimate of a
formation timescale of 0.1-1 Myr [24, 165, 174] is correct. Unlike Mimas,
Enceladus’ eccentricity may have been increased at some point due to some
resonance, leading to a runaway effect that started strong tidal heating
(e.g., [22]). The difference between the two satellites could have developed
during formation: Mimas has a lower rock:ice ratio and therefore should
have experienced less 26Al heating but, on the other hand, since Mimas
is closer to Saturn, it should have formed more rapidly and should have
experienced more 26Al decay.
4.4 Understanding south polar activity
4.4.1 Tectonics
Within the SPT, there could be thermal expansion [64] going on due to
the heat coming from the tiger stripes, that would explain the equatorward
motion of material observed at the edge of the SPT. This mechanism could
explain both the young age of the SPT and the high regional heat fluxes
[5]. The morphology observed between the tiger stripes may indicate that
mobile-lid convection is going on, with a lid thickness of <400 m [7].
It has been proposed [182] that some features found in the SPT show
progression in orientation with age. In particular, the authors suggest that
traces of ancient tiger stripes with a different orientation than the modern
ones can be seen, leading to the conclusion that nonsynchronous rotation
has occured in the past. However, these features are not clearly distin-
guishable and a nonsynchronous rotation is mostly inconsistent with the
observed simmetry about the present-day rotation axis. The reorientation
theory suggests the presence of east-west thrust faults, which may actually
be present [182], and extentional stresses toward the equator, which may in
fact be consistent with the observed young north-trending fracture sets. On
the other hand, this theory is inconsistent with the distribution of impact
craters [118]. The orientation of today’s tiger stripes is the one that max-
imizes the normal extentional tidal stresses [171], so they probably formed
as tension cracks.
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4.4.2 Plume source and mechanics
Water surely plays an extremely important role in the production of Ence-
ladus’ plumes. In order to explain the large grain mass, it has been proposed
that the mechanism is the violent boiling of the liquid source directly into
space [186], but it is difficult to provide heat to a liquid in space without
freezing of the liquid itself [187]. What’s more, it has later been observed
that these grains are rich in sodium salts [187, 188], while the vapor is sodium
poor [206]: therefore these two componenst have two different sources. On
the other hand, the ice grains have a salty composition, as expected for water
in equilibrium with a silicate core [262], implying that the source consists of
liquid water. The most reasonable hypothesis, in order to explain the salty
composition, is that flash freezing of salty liquid water is going on at the
source. A possible explanation has been provided by Postberg et al. (2009)
[187]: they suggest that water may be evaporating more slowly, over a larger
area, into pressurized chambers and then reach the surface through narrow
fractures. In this theory, the bursting of gas bubbles at the water surface
has been proposed as alternative explanation for the salty composition to
the flash freezing. This is reasonable, since gases such as CO2 and CH4
are present in greater abundances than expected by their solubility in water
[247]. Therefore, these gases must come from a nonaqueous source, unless
most of the water releases its gases and is then recycled [146].
The thermal signature is consistent with conductive heating of the sur-
face by fractures with temperatures above 200 K [1]. A possible way in
which heat may be transfered is by advection of plume gases up the frac-
tures [171, 227] and then by condensation of H2O vapor on the fracture walls
[101], but this would close the cracks at a rate of up to 1 m year−1, limiting
the lifetime of each fracture. Heat production is another important matter:
it could be due to shear heating by tides at shallow depth [171], but this is
correlated to the efficiency of heat transport: heating reduces ice viscosity,
which itself reduces heating and therefore heat must be quickly transfered.
Heat may also be brought to the surface thanks to water ascending through
cracks [146, 185]: gas bubbles might reduce its density so that it can rise
buoyantly through the crust [35, 146], where the fractures are kept open by
water pressure [35]. There is evidence [66] that plume activity is correlated
to the change in diurnal stresses [96]. Gas particles can then reach super-
sonic speeds when once they get into the vacuum space, as observed [204],
while larger particles are slowed down by collisions with the conduit walls.
Chapter 5
Charon
5.1 Introduction
Charon is very representative of the smaller Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs),
with a radius smaller than 750 km. These bodies show absorption features
of amorphous or crystalline water ice, and Charon also shows a feature (2.21
µm) that presumably is due to ammonia hydrates. Since the temperature
here is too low to account for the presence of crystalline water ice, which
should be amorphized by cosmic rays, a mechanism of surface renewal on
short timescales must be present. This mechanism must also explain the
presence of ammonia hydrates and must be valid for other KBOs, such as
Quaoar. It turns out that cryovolcanism is the most likely mechanism.
5.2 Comparison between observations and models
In order to understand the surface composition, it is necessary to compare
observed reflection spectra with the spectra that are expected to be reflected
by various combination of materials and particle sizes. This has been done
by J. C. Cook et al. (2007) [33] using the spectra predicted using Hapke’s
theory of spectral reflectance [81]. The materials used in this analysis include
crystalline water ice (Ih), a dark neutral absorber (dna), and an ammonia
hydrate ice (INH) with other components. The models generates spectra us-
ing laboratory spectra of these materials for inputs: it has been considered
that crystalline water ice spectrum has a strong dependence on tempera-
ture [71], while amorphous water ice spectra are less temperature-dependent
[200, 205], and the spectra of ammonia hydrates were taken from Brown et
al. (1988) [17], considering all possible hydration states, that is ammonia
dihydrate (ADH, NH3·2H2O), ammonia monohydrate (AMH, NH3·H2O),
ammonia hemihydrate (AHH, NH3·1/2H2O), or water and ammonia Using
descriptions made by Bertie and Shehata (1984) [11], the hydration state is
probably ADH, with optical constants calculated by Bauer et al. (2002) [8]
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Figure 5.1: Observed spectra (black dots) and fits (lines) to the sub-Pluto
(left) and to the anti-Pluto (right) hemispheres of Charon. The insets show
χ2 as a function of temperature for 1.60 - 1.70 µm only. The t for model 1
is centered on the observations. All other ts are displaced by increments of
0.02. Image taken from [33].
and Cruikshank et al. (2005) [39], but the 2.21 µm feature shifts to shorter
wavelengths when the hydration state changes and no optical constants were
calculated for this situation. The dna has been taken from Buie and Grundy
(2000) [19]. Observations prove that small-grained Ih does not fit in the con-
tinuum but does with the 1.6 and 2.0 µ features, whereas large-grained ice
does the opposite, but even mixing the two did not fit the continuum prop-
erly. Since the compounds that have been tried did not behave like the
dna observed, the needed features for a ad hoc material have been directly
derived from the observed spectra. Different models have been tried, using
amorphous carbon [199], methane ice [72], carbon dioxide ice [78, 79], or
ammonia ice [142], but the optical constants for CO2 and NH3 were only
avaiable at specific temperatures, while a reasonable interpolation of the
spectra was possible for methane and amorphous water ice.
5.3 Results
Using seven different models, it is clear that Ih dominates the surface and
it is even possible to determine its temperature. The 2.21 µm feature can
be due to ammonia [48], its hydrates, or HCN [19, 15, 48], but the latter
must be excluded since its other aborption features are not present [143],
unless the abundance is very low [143]. The ammonia feature at 2.01 µm
is very different from the one observed on Charon, and the one at 2.24 µ
has not been observed, therefore ammonia can only be present in very low
abundances and with very large grains. The models with ammonia hydrates
have a better χ2: the anti-Pluto hemisphere has a spectrum matched by a
feature of ADH [11], while the other hemisphere has this feature shifted as
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expected for AHH [10]. Therefore, the 2.21 µm feature belongs to INH , with
different hydration states on the two hemispheres. Fitting other ices lead to
the conclusion that CO2 could have an abundance up to 30% and a grain
size up to 100 µm, while methane must have an abundance lower than 2%
and a grain size greater than 100 µm. However, the models do not fit the
1.65 and the 2.1 µm features, and do not match the decrease in geometric
albedo for λ > 1.75 µm. The conclusion is that another element is present
and that the best fit is obtained when ADH is used.
5.4 Discussion
The comparison between observations and models confirms that Charont’s
surface is dominated by water ice and also contains ammonia hydrates.
What’s more, these hydrates could exist in different hydration states on
the two hemispheres. In the following part, the fact that the two hemi-
spheres may have different temperatures will be considered. In addition,
the presence of crystalline water ice implies that there is a continuous re-
newal process on a geologically short timescale. It will be shown that the
ammonia hydrates which are present are not primordial and several possible
renewal mechanisms will be analyzed.
5.4.1 Temperature estimates
Spectra of H2O ice in the near-infrared with temperatures 20 K ≤ T ≤
270 K show [71] show that the spectrum changes with temperature. In this
spectral region, the 1.65 µm feature is the most sensitive to temperature
and has been used to determine the temperature of several icy bodies of the
Solar System [70], therefore it can be used for Charon as well. A model with
Ih and dna has been used to minimize χ
2 with respect to temperature. The
estimated temperature is 42.5 K for the sub-Pluto hemisphere and 52.7 K for
the anti-Pluto hemisphere. A Gaussian fit gives basically the same result as
more complicated fits, with an uncertainty of 5-10 K for each temperature.
Not only the two hemispheres have different temperatures, but their spectra
also have minima at different wavelengths. It seems unlikely than one whole
hemisphere is 10 degrees warmer than the other one, so these temperatures
should be attributed to different patches of ice. The local, instantaneous
blackody temperature of ice is given as:
T = 70.9(1− a)1/4(cosθ)1/4K (5.1)
where a is the visual albedo and θ is the altitude of the Sun in the sky. Maps
show [20] that Charont has some patches of ice with a very high albedo,
a ≈ 0.7− 0.9. Therefore, in the case θ = 0, the typical temperatures would
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range from 39.9 K to 52.5 K. This proves that the temperatures derived
from the 1.65 µm are completely consistent with those derived theoretically.
5.4.2 Presence of crystalline water ice
The presence of crystalline water ice is definitely normal on Charont, since
it has been observed on several other satellites [70] and KBOs [107]. How-
ever, it is not known whether the ice is purely crystalline or a mixture of
crystalline and amorpohus, sinche the first one would dominate the spectra
[70]. However, the presence of crystalline water ice on Charont is surpris-
ing, because it cannot be created in these outer regions of the Solar Sys-
tem without heating. Radiation tends to destroy the bonds that keep the
water ice in an ordered structure and, at these temperature, ice cannot re-
assemble itself into crystalline form. First of all, it is necessary to calculate
the rate at which water ice is amorphized by radiation. These rates have
been quantified for radiation in the form of energetic ions (i.e., cosmic rays)
[89, 160, 232, 144] and in the form of UV photons [120, 125, 126]. The
ability of both types of radiation to amorphize ice scale with the energy
deposited in the ice is the dose. The 1/e dose necessary to amorphize ice
by UV irradiation, k = 2 − 3 eV per molecule at ≈ 50 K, is nearly identi-
cal to the doses required for amorphization by proton irradiation and He+
irradiation [160, 232, 125]. The dose of cosmic rays received by the KBOs
has been calculated by Cooper et al. (2003) [34] and it has been found that
the time for ice at depth d to accumulate a dose of 100 eV per molecule
increases linearly with d. At the maximum depths probed by H and K mea-
surements (350 µm), the timescale to accumulate 100 eV per molecule is
about 108 years. Therefore, the time to accumulate 3 eV per molecule is 30
times lower. Averaging from the maximum depth to the surface, the time
is halved. In the end, the 1/e amorphization time due to cosmic rays is
about 1.5 Myr. UV and visible solar photons are even more effective: UV
photons between 100 and 180 nm can only penetrate ice to depths of 1 mm,
but UV/visible photons from 180 to 620 nm can reach depths of about 1 m.
The dose D of solar UV radiation received by ice at different depths x over
one Pluto orbit is:
D(x) = R2
∫ 1Pyr ∫ λ2
λ1
F(1− aλ)αe
−αx/sin(h(t))
r(t)2nH2O
dλdt (5.2)
where R is the solar radius, r is the heliocentric distance, F is the so-
lar flux at the Sun’s surface from 100 to 620 nm [73], a = aUV ≈ 0.25 for
λ < 350 nm and a = avis ≈ 0.38 for λ ≥ 350 nm [122, 44] are the albedos, α
is the absorption coefficient per molecule [249], and nH2O = 3 × 1022 cm−3
is the number density of H2O molecules in the ice. Calculations show that
the latitude does not efficiently affect the dose received.
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The average crystalline fraction down to depth d is given by:
〈fc〉 = 1
d
∫ d
0
e−kND(x)dx (5.3)
where N is the number of Pluto orbits completed. By setting αIR to the
average absorption coefficient between 1.4 and 2.5 µm, it is found that d ≈
350µm. The amorphization timescale is defined as the time needed to reduce
the crystalline fraction to 1/e. The typical value for this timescale is (3 −
5)×104 yr, much shorter than the age of Charont and than the timescale on
which ice is thermally annealed at 50 K, that is t ≈ 1026 yr. Since UV and
visible photons can penetrate up to about 1 m, the ice between 0.1 mm and
1 m is amorphized in a few million years. Even at much greater depths (100
m), ice could easily be amorphized on a geological timescale (100 Myr), but
since the ice on Charont is predominantly crystalline ( 90%) it must be
concluded that something is replenishing crystalline water ice on a timescale
shorter than 105 yr.
5.4.3 Presence and dichotomy of ammonia hydrates
Since ammonia hydrates are common among icy satellites, outer planets, and
KBOs [17, 8, 107, 15], ancient comets have been analyzed [112], finding an
abundance ratio of NH3/H2O ≈ 0.5%, which is a lower limit since ammonia
is more volatile than water. Analysis of the icy satellites [58] and of Titan’s
atmosphere suggested ratios between 5 and 20%, while IR observations [236,
41] of massive protostars showed ratios between 5 and 7%, and chemical
equilibrium models with Solar System abundances predict ratios of 15% -
20% [129, 44, 127]. Ion bombardment from Pluto has been proposed as
source of NH3 [48], but the high energies would remove the ammonia [233]
and this cannot be applied to other KBOs where ammonia has been detected.
Since ammonia hydrates should be destroyed by radiation in under 20 Myr
[34], some sort of surface renewal mechanism must be present, and the fact
that the equilibrium condensate from solar nebula gas is ADH [129], while
on Charon AHH is present, implies the presence of chemical processes.
5.4.4 Mechanisms for surface renewal
The presence of Ih demands some heating or surface renewal process, since
Charon’s eccentricity is too low to cause tidal heating. For example, it could
simply be present in the interior and be periodically brought up by microm-
eteorite impacts or by solid-state convection. Otherwise, water vapour could
slowly deposit and freeze onto the surface as crystalline water ice. However,
differently from Pluto, this vapour does not come from a global atmosphere:
data show [74] that if all the avaiable vapour were frozen as frost, it would
form a layer less thick than 120 µm, so even less thick than the depths
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probed by H and K spectra. So, vapour could temporarily be formed by
impacts. Another theory suggests that amorphous ice could be heated to
a warm temperature long enought to anneal to crystalline form (e.g., [47]).
The time needed for this increases exponentially with lower temperatures
according to an Arrhenius relation [121]. This timescale exceedes the age of
the Solar System unless T ≥ 77 K. On Charon, these temperatures cannot
be found and therefore an intense heating is required to make this theory
plausible. Finally, crystalline water ice could come from the solidification
of liquid water, brought to the surface from deeper and warmer layers of
Charon (cryovolcanism). Each of these processes could actually contribute
to the presence of crystalline water ice on Charon’s surface, where it is then
amorphized.
Impacts
Considering that about 20% of Charon’s surface has been struck by im-
pactors large than 1 m (the lack of an atmosphere allows every meteorite
to reach the surface) in the last 3.5 Gyr [49], the fraction of surface struck
in one amorphization timescale is (0.20)(105 yr)/(3.5 Gyr) ∼ 6× 10−6, and
therefore this process cannot uncover crytalline water ice. Considerations
about the diameter of the impactors [259] show that considering meteorites
smaller than 1 m does not significantly change the result.
The mass flux of dust particles is ≈ 2.4 × 10−17 g cm−2 s−1 [95, 239],
so if each one has the mass of the smallest ones detected by Pioneer 10,
8.3×10−10 g, the number density is ≈ 3×10−8cm−2yr−1. If each one makes
a crater with a diameter of 100 µm, over 3.5 Gyr the surface cratered by
micrometeorites is about 1% of the total surface and therefore this mecha-
nism cannot explain the observations.
The total kinetic energy flux on Charon is therefore 2.6×10−7 erg cm−2s−1,
thus a layer as thick as the one probed by H and K observations can be va-
porized and refrozen on timescales of about 13.5 Myr, much longer than the
0.05 Myr needed by UV/visible photons to amorphize the ice. Instead, if the
energy was used to heat the ice above 200 K, the annealed mass of ice would
be 10 times the impactor mass, independent on the impactor mass itself.
This is obtained assuming that none of the heat is lost to vaporitazion or
mechanical work, assuming the heat capacity calculated by Shulman (2004)
[213] (Cp ≈ 1.0 × 107 erg g−1 K−1), making reasonable assumptions about
the values of thermal diffusivity (K = 2 × 10−5 cm2 s−1), thermal conduc-
tivity (κ ≈ 100 erg cm−1 s−1 K−1), ice density (ρ = 0.5 g cm−3), time
of crystallization at 200 K (tcrystal = 9.54 × 10−14e5370 K/T s), impactor
mass (mp = 8 × 10−10 g), and using observed values of the thermal iner-
tia (Γ = (ρCpκ)
1/2 ≈ (3 − 7) × 104 erg cm−2 s−1/2 K−1) [220, 225, 229].
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Therefore, the mass of ice annealed is about 10 times the total mass flux of
micrometeorites and therefore the 1/e annealing timescale results 3.1 Myr or
more, considering that heat is actually lost to mechanical work and vapor-
itazion. Therefore, since the annealing timescale given by micrometeorites
is at least 4.5 Myr, and the amorphization by UV/visibile photon has a
timescale of 0.05 Myr, the conclusion is that this mechanism cannot explain
the presence of more than 90% of crystalline water ice on Charon’s surface.
Solid-state greenhouse
This effect is due to the fact that ice is transparent to visible radiation but
opaque to infrared radiation, so ice at depth is heated up and heat is then
transfered to the surface [18, 145] and can act in two ways: it can anneal ice
at depth or release volatile compounds. What follows is an estimate of the
temperature increase due to solid-state greenhouse effect using the model
of Brown and Matson (1987) [18] and Spencer et al. (1989) [224]. Heat
capacity and thermal conductivity are depth (and therefore temperature)
dependent and are interpolated between pure water ice [213, 197] and an
ammonia-water mixture [59, 136]. For Charon’s visible albedo, a mixture
of water ice and dark neutral absorber (dna) is used and the resulting flux-
weighted visible albedo is A ≈ 0.38, the bolometric albedo of Charon [44].
Assuming that the extinction coefficient of sunlight α is due to that of clear
water ice, the mean absorption scale length ζ is estimated as
1
ζ
=
∫ +∞
0 α(λ){[1−A(λ)]/[1 +A(λ)]}F(λ)dλ∫ +∞
0 F(λ)dλ
(5.4)
with a value of 12 m. If bubbles or impurities are present, the value will be
lower (and so the temperature). Even considering an ice density of ∼0.5 g
cm−3, a very low thermal conductivity κ ≈ 100 erg cm−1s−1K−1 typical of
porous regolith and ignoring its scattering, the result is that temperature
at depth increases by about 5 - 20 K, as long as the regolith extends to at
least several meters. This means that, with this mechanism, ice on Charon
cannot be warmer than 70 K and therefore cannot be annealed on a < 105
yr timescale or release water and ammonia.
Solid-state convection
Certain radionuclides in the interior of Charon can provide radiogenic heat
that may drive solid-state convection of ice and bring nonirradiated crys-
talline ice to the surface. This requires that the Rayleigh number exceeds
the critical value Rac ∼ 103 [44] in the ice near the surface. The Rayleigh
number is defined as
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Ra =
αT∆Tgρ(∆z)
3
Kη
=
αTρ
2Cp
κ2η
Fg(∆z)4, (5.5)
where αT is the thermal expansivity of the ice, η is its viscosity, g is the grav-
itational acceleration, F = κ∆T∆z is the heat flux driving the convection, ∆T
is the temperature drop across the convecting ice, and ∆z is the thickness
of ice presumed to be convecting. For Charon, g ≈ 30 cm s−2 and F ≈ 1
erg cm−2s−1 due to 40K decay. The thermal conductivity of pure crystalline
water ice is κ = 567/T W m−1K−1 [119], but can be decreased by factor
of 2-3 if ammonia is added [136]. The heat capacity of Ih at temperatures
50-100 K lies in the range Cp ≈ (3.7−7.7)×106 erg g−1K−1 [213]. Thermal
expansivities of Ih are typically αT ∼ 10−5 K−1 at T ≤ 273 K, but decline
steeply with decreasing temperature and becomes negative below about 60
K [198], making convection of water ice impossible where T < 60 K. As-
suming T ≈ 100 K, α = 10−5 K−1, Cp = 1 × 107 erg g−1K−1, κ = 5.67
W m−1K−1, and ρ = 0.92 g cm−3, the condition for convection is that the
viscosity is:
η ≤ 8× 1016
(
∆z
100 km
)4
poise,
using Rac = 10
3. The viscosity of pure Ih at 100 K is typically ≥ 1020 poise
[45]. Impurities may lower the viscosity, in particular Durham et al. (1993)
[50] found that adding ammonia with a mass fraction of 33% can reduce the
viscosity to a value ∼ 1013 poise. Solid-state convection is therefore possible
at depth where T ≥ 140 K, but not on the surface and it must be concluded
that this mechanism cannot bring crystalline water ice to Charon’s surface.
Cryovolcanism
Since tidal heating is absent on Charon, if radiogenic heat from 40K, 235U,
238U, and 232Th is high enough, it can cause cryovolcanic phenomena. As-
suming a olivine composition, the flux will be 4.4×10−8 erg s−1 per gram of
rock [128]. Since Charon is composed of both rock and ice, and its average
density is ρ = 1.71± 0.08 g cm−3 [214], the fraction of Charon’s mass that
is rock will be
frock =
1− ρice/ρ
1− ρice/ρrock . (5.6)
Assuming again an olivine composition, with ρrock = 3.3 g cm
−3, the rock
mass fraction results 0.64, with a rocky core of radius 420 km and an ice
mantle thickness of 184 km. The total heat is Q = 4.4×1016 erg s−1 and the
flux at the surface is F (RC) = Q/4piR
2
C ≈ 1.0 erg cm−2s−1, while the flux
at a radius r is F (r) = F (RC)R
2
C/r
2. The temperature gradient is given by
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∂T
∂r
= −F (r)
κ(T )
, (5.7)
where κ(T ) is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the ice,
which, in this case, is κ = κ0T0/T , where κ0 = 5.67 W m
−1K−1 and T0 = 100
K, leading to a temperature profile
T (r) = Tsurfexp
[
F (RC)RC
κ0T0
(
RC
r
− 1
)]
. (5.8)
Using Tsurf = 48 K, the temperature at the base of the ice shell is then 77
K but, as the presence of ammonia hydrates on the surface suggests, the
interior should be ammonia-rich that can lower the melting poing and the
conductivity. As shown by Lorenz and Shandera (2001) [136], with solar
abundances, ammonia lowers the thermal conductivity to ≈ 1.8 W m−1K−1
and makes it constant on a wide range of temperatures, leading to the new
temperature profile:
T (r) = Tsurf +
F (RC)RC
κ0
(
RC
r
− 1
)
(5.9)
from which, with an ammonia abundance of 15%, the temperature at the
base of the ice shell is 198 K, too low to matain a liquid ocean, in the case
of ice in steady-state.
However, since radiogenic heat decreases with time, this is not a situation
in steady-state. Considering the higher heat flux present 4.5 Gyr ago [128],
the results is that, for an ice that is 15% ammonia, 70% of the total ice would
be melt. Therefore, ice on Charon was once melt and has been refreezing
since then, but this process releases more heat and implies the need for a
time-dependent calculation. In addition, the ammonia concentration has
increased with time. If the ammonia mass fraction is X ≤ 0.32, the first
solids formed are pure water ice [92], while ammonia remains in liquid phase
and, when X > 0.33, the first solid to form in the cooling liquid is now AMH,
which is about 50% ammonia by weight, and therefore X now decreases. The
consequence is that the freezing process drives the ammonia concentration
to X = 0.33, which is the eutectic1 value for a water-ammonia liquid, with a
melting point of only 176 K. Therefore, if the initial abundance of ammonia
was 15%, after the melting of half of the liquid, the abundance would be
0.33 and the deepest 10% would be still hot enough to be in liquid phase. In
addition, another consequence of refreezing is that a fraction (ρliq/ρice)−1 ∼
7% must be displaced upward, also because ammonia lowers the density of
1A mixture of substances (in fixed proportions) that melts and solidifies at a single
temperature that is lower than the melting points of the separate constituents or of any
other mixture of them.
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the liquid to about ρliq = 1.00 − 0.38X g cm−3 [36]. The final fraction of
liquid displaced is
fd =
ρliq
ρice
− 1−
(
X − fr
ρliq
)
∂ρliq
∂X
, (5.10)
where fr is the fraction of ammonia removed from the ocean by either freez-
ing or being removed to the surface by an eruption. Given a conduit, since
this liquid always expands due to higher ammonia concentration, causing the
density to lower, then pressure increases and drives the liquid to the surface
[54]. Expansion originates cracks that, after reaching a critical length [35],
propagate thanks to buoyancy effects and act as conduits. Since the ice
shell contains rock and the liquid contains ammonia, the latter has a lower
density and the crack can easily reach the surface in 1 hour [35]. The liquid
may freeze by contact with the walls, reducing the ammonia concentration,
but if ∼ 7% of the initial liquid reaches the surface on the same timescale
as it freezes (∼3 Gyr), the time-averaged rate at which ice is added to the
surface is
dz
dt
∼ 0.7fdMC(0.07)
4piR2C(3Gyr)
∼ 2 km Gyr−1, (5.11)
which is about 20 cm over 105 yr for X = 0. If 0 < X ≤ 0.33, then 1
mm of crystalline water ice can be created on a timescale shorter than that
needed by radiation to amorphize the ice. In particular, a value fd = 0.1%
is enough to account fo the crystalline water ice observed. The conclusion
is that cryovolcanism is the process that must be continuously renewing
Charon’s surface.
5.5 Conclusion
Infrared spectra show several features about Charon: the surface is domi-
nated by crystalline water ice and ammonia hydrates, the two hemispheres
(sub-Pluto and anti-Pluto) appear to have different temperatures and am-
monia hydration states and there is also a dark neutral absorber which has
not been identified. Solar UV/visible radiation should quickly amorphize the
ice, so there must be some mechanism that can crystallize ice on a shorter
timescale. Calculations show that impacts (from both meteorites and mi-
crometeorites), solid-state greenhouse and solid-state convection are unable
to explain how 90% of the ice on Charon’s surface is in the crystalline form.
However, considering radiogenic heat and assuming that Charon formed
with a significant fraction of ammonia, cryovolcanic processes could be a
possible explanation. Calculations showed that the average depth probed
by H and K wavelenghts can be covered in only 200 yr, during which only a
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fraction < 0.5% of the ice would be amorphized. This result is very impor-
tant, because observations of Enceladus and Europa seemed to suggest that
cryovolcanism could not be possible without tidal heating. This leads to the
conclusion that cryovolcanic phenomena could be observed on other KBOs
as well, where a great reservoir of liquid water could actually be found.
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Chapter 6
Other satellites
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the other satellites of
gaseous planets that have not been discussed before and where cryovolcanism
is very likely to have happened. Information taken from G. Faure and T.
M. Mensing, Introduction to Planetary Science [56].
6.1 Galileian satellites
6.1.1 Europa
Ice crust and ocean
Europa is the smallest and the brightest of the Galileian satellites (albedo of
64%), due to the icy and low-cratered surface. This implies that this satellite
is active, probably because of tidal heating that keeps the crust partially
liquid [181]. Underneath, there should be a liquid ocean between 80 and
170 km thick that acts as a reservoir from which water can be extruded
and instantly solify at the surface. The surface is dominated by sets of
intersecting double ridge systems, where the youngest ones cut over the
others and, in general, is quite chaotic. Unlike other bodies of the Solar
System, such as Io, there are no volcanoes or active plumes, and heat is
probably loses heat by convection of water and by conduction through the
ice. In this case, the more heat needs to be conducted to the surface, the
thinner is the crust [67]. Some regions contain reddish brown deposits [149],
probably consisting of salts that contain several metals (e.g., Na, Mg, K, Ca,
Fe, etc.) and that are brought to the surface by the water rising through
cracks in the crust, which probably sublimates at the surface. It has been
proposed that living organisms could be found in Europa’s global ocean
and, in this case, organic materials should also be brought to the surface.
The cracks, the double ridges and other features have formed due to tidal
deformation and interaction with the underlying ocean, but several details
about this interaction are still uncertain.
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Figure 6.1: Chaotic terrain on Europa’s surface. As explained in Section
6.1.1, the crater density is very low, demonstrating that there has been a
relatively recent surface renewal.
Impact craters
The age of the surface estimated by crater density is 50 Myr [259], and the
shape of these craters suggests that a weak layer, such as a global ocean,
must be present at depth. Cryovolcanic activity and breakthrough of water
have destroyed the majority of these craters. What’s more, the sublimation
of exposed ice further contributes to the disappearing of the craters. The
lack of craters, which have been caused by impacts of comets, asteroids and
other fragments, is a feature that is not common among icy satellites.
6.1.2 Ganymede
The surface of Ganymede is divided in dark regions older than 4 Gyr (34%
of the total surface) and light regions (66%), which could be between 3.1 and
3.7 Gyr old or only 1 Gyr old. The crust of Ganymede must be thicker than
that of Europa, because the impactors did not break through it and because
the terrain is not chaotic and does not show reddish brown salt deposits.
What’s more, tidal heating is surely weaker on Ganymede and this satellite
does now show signs of activity, volcanoes, plumes, or geysers. The thickness
of the crust has been estimated to be 170 km, with an underlying ocean like
on Europa.
Rejuvenation
Even though there are no signs of current activity, the lighter regions must
have been rejuvenated at some point in Ganymede’s history, since they show
sets of parallel ridges and valleys. These features do not seem to be tidal
fractures, but just normal faults or tilted blocks of the ice crust. Some bands
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of grooved terrain cut cross other bands, showing an evolution in time. This
is probably due to an episode of violent deformation, presumably because,
in Gaymede’s early history, ice at depth was warmer and therefore more
deformable, in contrast with the brittle surface ice. This could have caused
some sort of cryovolcanic activity in the distant past, although this kind of
activity is no longer taking place today [179].
6.1.3 Callisto
Callisto is not heated by tides and this is confirmed by its low albedo (17%),
which proves that the surface has never been rejuvenated. Moreover, Cal-
listo was not hot enough to differentiated and therefore did not form an ice
crust like Europa and Ganymede. The surface appears to have experienced
sublimation of the ice, which left impurities and that was more efficient on
Callisto than on Europa, since Callisto has a lower albedo and therefore has
a higher surface temperature [84]. The impurities and the thickness of the
covering sediment slow down the rate of sublimation, forming ridges and
eroding small impact craters. Since the surface has not been rejuvenated
by cryovolcanic activity, sublimation of the ice is the dominant process that
shapes Callisto’s surface.
6.2 Saturnian satellites
6.2.1 Tethys and Dione
Both Tethys and Dione have both lightly and heavily cratered regions, show-
ing evidence of geological activity. Tethys posses a 40 km wide crater called
Odysseus (visible in figure 6.2), which has been caused by a dramatic im-
pact. The plain found at the antipode of this crater is very lightly cratered
and therefore must have been rejuvenated by the extrusion of water lava.
What’s more, centered on the Odysseus crater, is a heavily cratered region
with a system of rift valleys called Ithaca chasma. The impact that formed
the Odysseus basin is thought to have caused both the formation of the rift
valleys and the cryovolcanic activity on the antipodal point.
Dione also shows a lightly cratered region that stretches from pole to
pole and a system of valleys that goes from the poles to the mid-latitudes.
Both these regions suggest cryovolcanic activity, in particular the valleys are
thought to be the result of tectonic activity or channels were cryolava once
flowed. However, both satellites seem to have experienced activity in their
early history and appear totally inactive today.
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Figure 6.2: The Odysseus basin on Tethys.
6.2.2 Rhea and Hyperion
Although Rhea is much bigger than Tethys and Dione, and should thus
have remained hot for a longer time, it has been observed that its surface is
heavily cratered, implying that no activity has taken place. The low density
implies a low abundance of rocks (probably 20% by volume) that does not
provide enough radiogenic heat, and tidal heating is also negligible due to
the low eccentricity, the great distance from Saturn, and the lack of any
resonance. However, the surface of Rhea shows topographic features, such
as ridges, that may be due to a phase transformation that led the ice in the
interior to become a dense polymorph called ice II. This causes compression
that modifies the surface, and generates those ridges, and also prevents the
formation of vents from which cryomagma could have been extruded [152].
The craters are mostly small and are thought to be due to ejecta from Hy-
perion, which was presumably struck by several objects, that caused it to
have the irregular shape seen today. Most of these ejecta could have been
captured by the massive Titan, while the others might have end up striking
Rhea’s surface or being incorporated into the rings of Saturn [152].
Hyperion has a much lower albedo than Rhea (30% against 60%) and is
heavily cratered, suggesting that, in spite of its high eccentricity, it did not
experience surface renewal.
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6.3 Uranian satellites
6.3.1 Miranda
Miranda contains three rectangular coronas which are lightly cratered and
are surrounded by a heavily cratered terrain, therefore the coronas are very
young. This satellite is the closest to Uranus, which captured many objects
that destroyed Miranda so that it reassembed as seen today [180]. These
impacts could have provided enough heat to cause differentiation and cryo-
volcanism, which appears to be absent today.
6.3.2 Ariel
Ariel has a very dark surface given by organic matter and amorphouse car-
bon, as well as young and bright craters. In the northern hemisphere there
are features which prove that this satellite was tectonically active and that
water-ammonia and water-methane lava did flow. Presumably, the needed
heat came from tidal friction caused by a more eccentric orbit in the past.
6.3.3 Umbriel
Umbriel has a very low albedo and a heavily cratered surface that has not
been rejuvenated by cryovolcanic activity. The dark color is due to organic
matter and amorphous carbon, just like Ariel. Even if it is not certain,
Umbriel could have been geologically active in the past, but so far it is not
know whether it was able to differentiate.
6.3.4 Titania
Titania has a heavily cratered surface with steep-sided rift valleys as on
Ariel. However, Titania is brighter than Umbriel because its organic-rich
layer is not as thick (or not as dark) as the one on Umbriel. This seems
to point out that Titania was once tectonically active and that parts of its
surface were rejuvenated by the eruption of lava flows composed of water
and methane.
6.3.5 Oberon
Oberon is very similar to Titania and, just like Titania, shows signs of
tectonical activity that formed rift valleys and therefore allowed lava flows
of water-ammonia to be erupted. The heat needed for this presumably came
from tidal friction, as seen for the other classical satellites of Uranus.
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6.4 Neptunian satellites
The smaller satellites are surely inactive, despite being composed of volatile
compounds, due to the low S/V ratio and the absence of tidal heating, the
latter is a consequence of the low eccentricities and the spin-orbit coupling.
6.4.1 Triton
Triton is the biggest Neptunian satellite and is composed of ices of volatile
compounds [38] that cause a very high albedo of 75%. Voyager 2 showed
that the surface is lightly cratered and has therefore been renewed. The
southern hemisphere contains particular features: a terrain called ”can-
taloupe terrain” that has never been observed on other icy satellites and
that includes intersecting sets of double ridges, valleys, and irregular hills
and planes. There are also deposits irregularly distributed that are light-
colored, have formed due to condensation of volatile compounds and have
covered the impact craters. Close to the deposits, some plumes have been
observed which reach heights of 8 km and are mainly composed of nitrogen
gas that later solifies as snow, due to expansion and cooling. Given the
phase diagram of N, two possible paths are possible, in order to explain
this phenomenum: one considers a decrease in pressure on solid nitrogen
in the subsurface, the other implies an increase in temperature at nearly
constant pressure. Some plains like the Ruach planitia seem to be formed
by the extrusion of cryomagma, freezing, remelting and collapse. Since they
often contain a central impact crater, the impact itself may play a role in
this process. The heat needed for these processes could be due to Triton’s
origin: it is thought to be a KBO captured by Neptune in ancient times,
so it could have initially had a very eccentric orbit. Then, tidal friction
may have caused it to become circular, generating a high heat flux. In this
scenario, the surface can have been rejuvenated by either cryvolcanism or
global meltdown. The emission of liquid nitrogen observed today indicates
that there is still heat that drives geological activity.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
As shown in this work, the study of volcanic and cryovolcanic phenomena is
a very important matter. In particular, this kind of phenomena is strongly
linked to other fields of planetary science. Volcanic and cryovolcanic phe-
nomena are, in general, what links surface features to internal processes
and, provide an important way to determine the evolution of the planets
and satellites on which they are observed. For example, as pointed out in
Chapter 2, the observation of volcanic processes can help us improve rheo-
logical models, which can, for example, be used to describe Earth’s interior
thus leading to a better understanding of our own planet. This is also linked,
as shown in Section 2.6.4, to the possible orbital evolution of satellites and
thus to the formation of protosolar and protoplanetary disks. Furthermore,
these models can also be applied to exoplanets, in order to study volcanically
active worlds in other solar systems. As shown in Section 3.3, cryovolcanic
and volcanic phenomena are definitely linked to the evolution of the atmo-
sphere, since the lack of these processes on Titan would have determined the
absence of methane in its atmosphere. Section 4.2.6 describes the most re-
markable example of how cryovolcanic process on a small satellite can affect
other satellites and even the impressive Saturnian ring system. Enceladus is
the most important cryovolcanically active known bod, and the study of this
satellite can improve the understanding of several chemical processes and of
how tidal heating affects cold and small satellites. Chapter 5 showed two
important aspects: first, cryovolcanism is possible even on the far, small,
and extremely cold KBOs; second, these processes can take place even in
the absence of tidal heating, provided that another important heat source is
present (e.g., radiogenic heat). This suggests that liquid water can actually
be found even at those great distances from the Sun, where the presence of
liquid water was before unthinkable. In the end, Chapter 6 showed that,
in general, volcanic and cryovolcanic processes are so common in the Solar
System, or were so in the past, that it is impossible to deeply understand
the history of our Solar System without a profound knowledge of this kind
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of phenomena.
There is a growing interest towards the bond between volcanic and cry-
ovolcanic phenomena and exobiology: since the presece of these phenomena
implies the presence of heat and, in the case of cryovolcanism, of liquid
water, somewhere these processes may create favourable conditions for the
presence of life. For example, the hypothesis of the presence of simple life
forms on Europa dates back to 1979. Moreover, the sustainability of life on
volcanically and cryovolcanically active worlds is of particular interest in the
scenario of a possible future colonization of the Solar System.
Improvements in this field can be achieved in several ways. As already
mentioned, laboratory studies on a wide range of materials and the improve-
ment of rheological models are key factors. Moreover, in order to understand
cryovolcanic processes, it is important to better study thermodynamic and
chemical processes involving water, ammonia, salts and hydrocarbons. As
shown in Chapter 3, topographic data from photogrammetry can be very
useful to understand the structure of certain surface features, and this can
help determine the effects of volcanic and cryovolcanic phenomena on the
surface of planets and satellites. In general, more observations are definitely
needed. For example, the Uranian and Neptunian systems have not been
observed with the same care that has been used in observing the Jovian and
Saturnian systems, and this will require more attention in the planning of
future exploration missions. In addition, as showed in Chapter 5, further
observations of KBOs could also reveal many surprises. Future observa-
tions of Mercury with the BepiColombo mission could reveal interesting
details about the possible Mercurian volcanic activity in the very distant
past, right after the formation of this planet. Also, more data and obser-
vations about Venus are definitely needed: these are made very difficult by
the thick atmosphere and by the tough surface conditions, but this planet
surely experienced volcanic activity in the geologically recent past that left
traces which need to be investigated. Mars also seems to have experienced
volcanic activity and, in this particular case, it is important to determine
whether this activity could still be present, especially because this planet
seems to be the most suitable for human colonization.
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